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ANTA EE '.'NEW
VOL. 40.

WITH ROCKS

SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, JANUABY 5, 1904.
IMPORTANT
WATER SUIT

AS WEAPONS
Adelaido

Warrick, a Section
Bombarded
J. E.
Hand,
Cafe Last Night.

XICAN

Valuable Rights on the South
Spring River in Chaves County
Involved.

NO. 270.

SITE FOR THE
EXTREME CORD ON
"ETERNAL CITY"
ATLANTIC COAST John Alexander
invest!

GROWTH OF
THE SCHOOLS

Dowie

Zero Weather Experienced in All of
the Northeastern? States as Far
West as Ohio High Barometer!
Has Poked Its flose in Off the
Northern Pacific Snow Promised
in This Section, v

gating Matagorda Island on
the Texas Coast.

Abstract from Annual Report o
Territorial Superintendent
John
of Public Instruction.

The hearing of the arguments in the
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 5
case of the Woodlawn Ditch Company
Alexander Dowie, the founder of Zion
vs. the South Spring Ranch and Cattle
City, has arrived here to investigate
FRENZIED WITH DRINK Company was commenced yesterday
Matagorda Island on the Texas coast NOTEWORTHY PROGRES
before Associate Justice W. H.' Pope,
as a site for the "Eternal City."
The testimony in this case was taken
Dowie's plan is to enter upon an ex
To Protect His Life and Property Pro
before a referee at Roswell last sum
tensive stock farming and factory Summary of Public Schools and Alt
mer and consists of about 700 pages
work and to bring his entire following
prietor Used a Revolver on His
Other Seats of Learning in the
of typewritten matter. The case in
to the new settlement.
Assailant.
volves the question of water rights and
Territory.
the title to the water in what is known
ARRESTED FOR
River near the city
JEERING AT SOLDIERS.
With pieces of paving block as as South Spring
The following information on the in
'
weapons, and frenzied as a wild beast of Roswell. In June, 1903, the plain
Cripple Creek, Jan. 5 Mrs. Thomas crease in population, enrollment of pu
Evens and her six year old daughter, pils, number of schools and teachers
from over indulgence in alcoholic stim tiff brought an injunction against the
who were taken from their home at and financial condition of the schools
ulents, Adelaido Warnick a section defendant to restrain it from interfer
Anaconda to the bull pen yesterday for in the
hand, descended last evening on the ing with certain waters above its dam
Territory of New Mexico, is an
"The extreme cold now afflicting the .'" Cold Weather In Delaware.
n
cafe of J. E. Lacome, on San Francis in South Spring River.
jeering at the soldiers and
from the report of Colonel J.
abstract
The temporary injunction was grant north Atlantic country is a New Year's
Wilmington, Jan. 5 The cold weath miners, have been released by the mili- Franco
co Street, and before he was brought
territorial superintendChaves,
er
over
extends
case
now
ed
Delaware
the
and
with
the
to bay at the point of a revolver in
being argued is gift from our Canadian brothers of the
tary authorities after being severly ent of public instruction, to Governor
no variation. Thermome reprimanded. Thomas Evans was orthe hands of the proprietor, succeeded whether this injunction shall be made
Miguel A. Otero, for the year ending
said R. M.j Hardinge. sec- practically
ters ranged from 2 to 8 below.
In dered to leave the district and as he December
in breaking all of the glass in the front permanent and to define and adjudi northwest,"
31, 1903.
The article was
of
local
tion
director
weather
the
of
this
cate
the
the priorities of appropriations of
city many
large industrial refused to do so, he is still confined read before the New Mexico Educa
of the storeroom, and in wrecking a
portion of the furniture and wares in water from the stream. The ditches bureau, "who sent us a nice chubby establishments suffered from the in the bull pen.
tional Association convention, and its
the cafe. The damage to the property from the river which are involved are little
high barometer, or bursting of pipes and were compelled
reading was followed by a unanimous
to
down.
shut
as
the Chisum Ditch, the Pump- cold
is serious and amounts to about $500 known
LARGE SALES OF HEAVY
all the same thing, across
that it be published in the
wave,
request
Coldest January Day Since 1875.
The incident occurred at about 10 kin Row Ditch and the Woodlawn
WEIGHT CLOTHING IN EAST. New Mexican.
on the first day of the year.
the
border
5
I
Official
Jan.
two
the
owned
former
hiladelphia,
Ditch,
figures
being
by
o'clock, pursuant to Warrick being or
Jan. 5 The cold weather
Summary of Schools.
"As it progressed along the lines of show this to be the coldest January hasBoston,
dered to leave the place by the pro the defendant, and these three ditches
been favorable this week for the
of public schools, exclu
Summary
across the great lakes coun day that this city has experienced
prietor, as he was in a very drunken supply the water for the most beauti its kind, toward
larger sales of heavy weight woolen sive of higher territorial educational
since
1875.
Atlantic
and
The
and
the
north
varied
thermometer
ful
of
all
Pecos
try
the
the
properValley,
fighting and dangerous mood. War
clothing. Te market for wool is firm. institutions, private, sectarian, and Inrick resented being ordered to leave, ty under them being valued at about Gulf of St. Lawrence it waxed fatter from two degres below to ten below, Manufacturers have not a large stock dian schools:
and was finally summarily ejected $1,000,000. J. J. Hagerman is the own and fatter on the atmospheric condi- the latter in the suburbs. The Dela on hand and it is believed that even
School population, August 1, 1903,
tions afforded it in the states, and ware River below this is frozen from a
will
Crossing the street he gathered up an er of most of the stock in the defendbe made. 71,950; an increase in ten months of
larger
purchase
now
to
is
Ice
to
into
about
hore
outward
shore for the first time in There is a firm tone to the market for
pass
armful of broken paving blocks on the ant corporation, and upon his land is
7,881.
vacant lot opposite, on the corner of situated the celebrated Hagerman landic countries, a full blown, frosty-- ' yoars, interfering seriously with ship fleece wools with available supplies
Enrollment of pupils, 37,972; an inbearded
old
storm
In
mountain
the
in
districts
550
the
acres
king.
apping.
San Francisco, Street and Don Gaspar orchard, comprising
moderate.
crease in ten months of 4,360.
us
"Let
'
speed its departure. Espe thermometer ranged from six to 25 de
Avenue, and proceeded to bombard ple trees.
Average daily attendance, 26,065;
The case is being presented on be cially as we may have something do grees below zero.
the front of the cafe.
an increase in ten months of 3,492.
BUREAU
CENSUS
REPORT
Six Below in Connecticut.
half of the plaintiff by Messrs. Free- ing in our own part of the country
Life and Property in Danger,
Number of public schools 694; an inON GENERAL COTTON.
New
& Cameron of Carlsbad, and for from a high barometer that has poked
man
Haven, Jan. 5 This was the
crease
in ten months of 91.
When ordered to desist by the pro5
The
census
Jan.
Washington,
the defendant by Captain W. C. Reid its nose in off the northern Pacific coldest morning in the last five years bureau
Number of teachers employed 793;
a
issued
prietor he became all the more and J. M.
today
showing
report
us
before
and
in
meas
threatens
to
the
Connecticut, according
yesterday
Hervey, Esq.. representing day
abusive, and the heavy "pieces of pav
ginned to and in an increase in ten months of 81.
the firm of Richardson, Reid and Her- with colder Weather for tomorrow, urements of the weather bureau sta that there has been
ing block flew the faster. Realizing
December
Receipts from all sources, $474,268.-712, 8,848,-74with some (let us put it) hcpes of tion. At 8 o'clock this morning it was cluding Saturday,
an increase in ten months of
that both, his life and property were vey of Roswell.
commercial bales compared with
snow.
six below in this city. Inland points
in danget,r as well as the lives of the
Deto
bales
and
9,311,835
including
up
'The question of snow for us is get are reported a much lower tempera
MOUNT ROYAL CLUB AT
13 of last year.
a deExpenditures,
$300,531.65;
employes and patrons who were in the
The census
MONTREAL GUTTED BY FIRE. ting to be a most serious one. We ture, Danbury being 2b below zero. cember
crease in ten months of $24,253.26.
no
officers
and
there
found
peace
cafe,
been
that
have
29,971
being
ginneries
on
had
moisture
Traffic
the
haven't
is
railroads
delayed.
nearly enough
Montreal, Jan. 5 Fire today gutted
Value of
in sight, Mr. Lacome at the point of
school property,
most exclu- in the past four months, even in our Sixteen Below at Youngstown, Ohio. operated this year against 30,194 last. $716,515.09. public
a revolver repeatedly ordered Warrick the Mount Royal Club, the
own
Mexico
New
5
northern
The
mountains,
A
Jan.
in
club
fireman
Montreal.
sive
and
mercury
loungstown,
Cash on hand, August 1, 1903,
to stop throwing the dangerous misthe secretary of the club, Colonel to keep up the average flow of the registered sixteen degrees below zero WAITING ON WITNESS
to which must be added
siles.
FROM
WASHINGTON
streams, and besides just doing this t re at 7 this morning. This is the
amount
on hand in the new
The sight of the revolver had no ef- Lairdett were killed, and another fire there
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 5 Today s seS' counties of
man and a young lady stenographer
ought to be some good, icy culdest weather here since February
Leonard Wood and Quay,
fect on the frenzied man, who contin to
court
sion
of
United
States
the
circuit
1899.
in
banks
laid
mountain
inthe
away
the secretary were seriously
a total of $181,266.71.
ued to hurl rocks at the front of the
vines by this time to provide for the 26 to 29 Below at Amsterdam, N. Y, before which is being tried the case making
Schools.
cafe and through the- - windows. Final jured. The loss was a hundred
Summary of All 0J-e- r
of
United
H,
Charles
States
Senator
us
so
5
season,
tnat
.lan.
let
the
Mr.,,;
pray
Amsterdam,
average
spring
as to all schools, territorSummary
ly Mr. Lacome discharged his revolver,
i
Ad
hour.
an
lasted
but
is
Official
in
at
Forecast
Denver
this city this morning Dietrich,
right temperature
ial, sectarian, and private, but excluy 1iv.th,e air, the bullet passing through
about his 'probable erknws for northern was 26 to 29 degres below zero. The journment was in order to permit the sive
MARRIMAM TO SUCCEED
of Indian, so far as can be ascerthe transom over the front door.
,:
a
to
com
witness
is
tomorrow.'
and
and
JVcfric
railroad
present
government
f.ed
system
PRESIDENT BURT portions' tonight
up
tained.
'
lino1
7a uVi n
Two Bullets Took Effect.
tVrm
wv
Below
in
Four
Gotham;
Omaha, Jan. 5 It was semiofficially
School population, August 1, 1903.
The Bhot in the air did not scare stated
New York, Jan.
the gov- 36 Below at FishVill Landing N. Y
E. H. Harriman will
that
today
7l,9o0; an increase in ten months of
Warrick in the least, and thereupon become
be5
four
reached
ernment
Fishkill
At
Fishkill
thermometer
Jan.
ever
business
before the 7,881.
Landing;
Keep your
president of the Union Pacific
Mr. Lacome fired towards
the floor.
Railroad, to succeed Horace G. Burt low zero at five this morning, all the at 5 o'clock this morning the ther public by advertising in your home
Enrollment of pupils, 43,858; an instill
to
bombard
Warrick
continuing
was recently an local January cold records since 1875, mometer registered 36 below zero. paper. A good advertiser aiways has crease in ten months of 3,664.
whose
the cafe with rocks, Mr. Lacome took nounced.resignation
when six belo" was registered, were Along the Newbiirgh Bay section of success in any honest enterprise.
Average daily attendance, 30,007; an
aim at the lower limbs of his assall-ant- ,
beaten. Thermometers in Various out- the Hudson River it registered various
increase in ten months of 2,694.
fired, and a bullet penetrated the
districts went several degrees ly from 20 to 36 degrees below.
lying
Number of schools, 783 ; an increase
muscular wall of the abdomen. A
lower and in the suburbs from eight 14 to 19 Below at Wilkesbarre, Pa.
in ten months of 99.
A second shot aimed at Warrick struck
to twelve below zero was reached. The
Wilkesbarre, Jan. 5 The tempera
Number of teachers employed, 1,062;
him on the head. Neither of the
intense cold interfered somewhat with ture today is the severest in many
an increase in ten months of 113.
wounds are serious, and Dr. J. M. Diaz,
all outdoor occupations and delayed years in this section of the state. From
Receipts from all sources, $710,- who attended Warrick, says he will be
14 to 29 degrees below zero is recordall regular and suburban trains.
an increase in ten months of
540.53;
of
around again inside
eight days.
Traffic on pea and land was in ser ed. Coal mining is seriously ham$75,776.91.
c
Proprietor Lacome was being consteam pered.
ious trouble. The
a de
Expenditures, $525,294.11;
gratulated later last night b) friends
ers arrived looking like specter ships. Twenty-fiv- e
Below in Albany, N. Y.
Evidence Given Under Oath To crease in ten months of $9,024.42.
on his miraculous escape from death. Has Made Great Concessions Both the East and North Rivers are
e
5
Jan.
Twenty-fivdegrees
Albany,
Value of school property, $1,652,- He regretted having to fire upon War- in Iroquois
barely navigable while Harlem River below zero, the lowest temperature in
Horror
and Hopes That Proposals
day
373.09.
i
so
to
to
had
do
he
stated
but
rick,
for the first time in eight years, is im 20 years, is recorded here today.
Comments on Growth.
in
Will Prove Acceptable.
Investigation
Chicago.
protect his life and property. He Is
in
dam
Suburbs.
McCombs
Below
above
Thirty-twbridge
passable
I consider the foregoing statement
determined, however, to prosecute him
at One Hundred and Fifteenth Street.
Troy, New York, Jan. 5 In exposed
as one upon which wr can congratuto the fall extent of the law. The
Boats are swept out of their courses places in this city and suburbs it was
late ourselves. The increase in popuof several eye witnesses cor- - PUBLISHING
REPORTS by the drifting ice. The mails from 32. degrees below
OBSTRUCTED lation,
zero, and at other CURTAIN
:
enrollment of pupils, number of
toberates Mr. Lacome's position In ev
histo
ten. points 22 below, the coldest in the
the west and east are from six
schools
and teachers and financial con.
'
the
and
that
shooting
ery particular,
i
hours late.
tory of Troy and vicinity.
dition, is nothing short of remarkable.
was necessary and justifiable.
Army and Navy Order Prohibiting the
in
of
Said
it
Charge
Joseph Oaugherty,
According two
parents to each
Held Under $2,000 Bonds.
Same Appears in Japanese Official
This Condition Existed Previous
child
of school age, the population of
":''-warrant was sworn out before
Gazette.
New Mexico today would be 215,850.
plan numbering 5000ytnedu' 'aild' the
to Fire.
Justice of the Peace Jose Maria Gar
of the plans begin tojpfse DOINGS 111 CONGRESS
The United States census of 1900 gives
magnitude
cia-fo- r
him
J. E. Lacome, charging
doubts as to whether Russia will acthe population of New Mexico, 195,- '
with shooting Warrick. He was sub
London, Jan. 5 The Corean Charge quiesce. It is said that the dispatch of
Chicago, Jan. 5 Evidence showing 310. Denying absolutely that the cenbonds
in
an
under
$2,000
interview says that this large army may develop into the Resolution Introduced in Senate to Sroser criminal neglect than anything sus of 1900 was
d'Affaires,
sequently released
complete, but concedpending an investigation of the status he has good reason to believe that ne- first outward act of the impending
previously developed was given under ing for the sake of argument that it
Investigate Washington Theaof the case by District Attorney E . C. gotiations between Corea and the Uni conflict.
oath today in the fire department in- was, we find that there
has been an in
ters Other National Capital
Abbott
ted States, Great Britain, Japan and
vestigation of the Iroquois horror.
crease
in
of the Terri- - .
the
Reply Not Yet Received.
population
u
Items.
Russia, regarding Wiju and Yongam
Joseph Daugherty, who had charge tory of 20,540 in three years. It is
Tokio, Jan. At 1:05 p. m. the Rus
of the curtain, swore that two weeks known to
pho will result in the opening of those
every resident of this Ter
FOUND DEAD Oil THE PLAINS ports at an early date. Russia, he ad sian reply to Japan had not yet been
Washington, Jan. 5 In the Senate ago during a matinee performance, ritory, or should be known that the
received.
ded, is still opposing the opening and
It is reported from Vladivostock that today, a resolution by Hale, requiring there was a fire on the stage and when figures given by the United States cenLewis Wiaaley Overcome By Death a few Russian troops have occupied the Russian squadron there is prepar the commissioners of the District of he attempted to lower the asbestos sus are incorrect, and fall far short of
Yongampho, but he believes the nego ing for action. According to another Columbia to report upon the condition curtain it was stopped by some ob- - what they should be.
,
Miles Southeast of
Twenty-fiv- e
tiations will terminate in a decision report a Russian cruiser has left Port of the theaters in Washington, was I struction that prevented its operation that my estimate of the Recollecting
Roswell.
population of
favorable to the views of Corea and Arthur with a small military force on agreed to without debate. Lodge then on last Wednesday's fatal afternoon. New Mexico is based
upon the
the powers desiring the opening of the board. Its destination is unknown began a speech on Panama.
The curtain manager declares that he school census under entirely
which apportion
Hoy Bennett on Tuesday evening of ports. The Charge d'Affaires dig., not
a
of
authorities
He
at
number
no
atten
time
but
that
quoted
protested
ment of funds is made, and in view of
last week' found the body of Lewis beueve that war wouia result irom btu is probably Chemulpho, Corea.
to support his position that the Presi- - tion was paid to his warning.
the fact that there are
numbers
Publishing of Reports Prohibited.
Wigeley near the Long Arroyo, 25 present negotiations.
In his opinion if the curtain had of unmarried men heregreat
Tokio, Jan. 6 At 3:05 p. m., an ex dent had not departed from the beaten
in
miles southeast of Roswell.
engaged
Russia Makes Concessions.
run
in
the
matidown
been
recognizing
independence
during the fatal
tra edition of the Official Gazette 4ms paths
mining, stock raising, and other purBennett immediately reported his
St. Petersburg, Jan. 6 In "the reply been issued
nee, the lives of many, if hot all, the suits, can it be said that my statement
containing army and navy of Panama.
ghastly find. It seems that Wigley had to Japan, Russia made great conces orders
For Postmaster at. Carlsbad.
victims of the disaster might have that there are 10,000 such, is not a
of
the
publishing
prohibiting
was
out
load
a
wood
after
of
and
gone
sions and hopes that her proposals will any reports of the movements of
Jan. 5 Among the been saved. It was only by the mere- - conservative one? By this addition.
Washington,
overcome by heart failure. The dead
to Japan.
sent
to the Senate yester est chance that a panic was averted as New Mexico would have a
nominations
prove
acceptable
or
war
from
time
vessels
this
.
troops
man was 23 years of age and had been
The foreign office informed the As on. otherwise tne Japanese autnori- - day by the President was the one of a result of the first fire. The skylight of more than 225,000; but population
no
I
have
a
with
well
outfit.
working
drilling
L. O. Fullen of Carlsbad, present post- at that time he said, was securely hesitation
sociated Press today that instructions
in saying that a close cenThe remains were taken to Roswell had been sent to Viceroy Alexieff, on ties have not interfered with the press master of that town to succeed
him- closed.
,
sus would reveal 250,000.
where a coroner's jury rendered a ver which the reply was based.. The latter messages.
self in that office.
Two important witnesses were disdict that- Wiggley had come to his are drawn up in the most conciliatory Reports About Frehch Naval Division.
In the Lower House.
covered
circu
6
in
Rumors
are
Jan.
today in the persons of
Paris,
'death from natural causes.
spirit. Some of the Japanese proposals lation at Marseilles that the French
Washington, Jan. 5 In the House Charles F. Koester and Henry Zander A SOFT BERTH
FOR YOUNG FALL.
were accepted while others were made naval division is about to receive or- today a resolution by Emerlck of Illi- real estate dealers. They were passobservations ders to sail for the far East The re- nois, offering the sympathy of the ing the theater when the fire broke out
Philip Fall, son of Captain W. R.
WILL NOT INCORPORATE. the subject of extended
and were met by counter proposals. ports, however, cannot be confirmed House to the "stricken city of Chicago and attempted to get inside. While Fall, has been appointed deputy colThere are strong hopes in many circles here.
and elsewhere," as a consequence of the smoke was issuing from the cracks lector at the port of Columbus, Luna
Old Albuquerque Dees Not Car, to that on Thursday next, the Russian
the Iroquois theater horror, was in the front door, they were denied ad- County, by Collector Patrick F. Gar--'
Pose as a City and Postpones v Christmas, the Czar may be able to anagreed to. In the consideration of Hay mission. They declare that the doors rett, and took charge of his post last
t
INVESTIGATING CANAGRIA
Action.
nounce that peace is assured.
of Virginia, the resolution providing were kept closed by the ushers and at- week. This appointment is not subject
CULTURE, jor ao
Japanese Troops Ready to Embark.
investigation of the statements tendants in the lobby for nearly five to civil service rules.
'' The
Professor R. F. Hare, head" of. the, in the Brlstow report was resumed. A minutes after the fire was discovered
citizens of Old Albuquerque met ' Paris, Jan. 6 A dispatch to the
- Agriculj , motion for the
TORE OUT HIS RIGHT EYE.
at the BernallllovCouhty court house Havas' Agency from Tokio today says. chemical department of the
'
previous question was on the stage. Coroner Trager has sum:
M. Henley, a railroader, last week
on Sunday eyeningr and after consider
lost and the resolution was referred to moned 140 witnesses to the inquest
Preparations for the embarkation of tural Experiment Station
while near Tucumcarl, with his train.
able discussion decided to postpone ac- two divisions of Japanese .troops are Park, la, at Favwood Spring to loofc , the committee on postofflces and post which begins on Thursday ,
tion in the matter of incorporating the continuing actively, and it Is believed into the cultivation of the 'eanagria, roads.' The President's message
Attorney FaUlkerson, representing Jumped from a box car while the train
He is doing considerable work cerning Panama and the canal was the fire department, said in an inter- was in motion and is now laid up at
old town. Frank A. Hubbell, taking the that they will be dispatched to ports
in that line and expects in the near then read.
lead in advising against incorporation in south Corea to restore order.
view that somebody would have to ex- the hospital at Alamogordo for repairs.
.
This is more than . double the future to nublish a bulletin uoon the
at this time.
the reason for disregarding the He striJk with his face against a
plain
his right eye was completestrength of the expedition first contem- - economic value and the best means of Advertise In the New Mexican and warning of Daugherty concerniag the switch
It will par you to advertise. Try it plated, the otal under the present production of eanagria.
Increase your business.
fire curtain.
ly torn out of the socket
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SCIENTIFIC

RESEARCH
SOUTHWEST.

IN

tecs

TH

At last something systematic is to
be done in the matter of archaeologi
TIE KN MEIICM PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS
cal and enthnological research in the
included. This
MAX. FROST
Editor southwest, New Mexico
as heretofore the
is
very
gratifying,
."
lATJL A. F. WALTER
of scientific institu
Associate Editor, desultory work
incursions of marauding
tions
and
the
CHARLES M. STAUFFER .. Manager
expeditions of curio hunters and curi
vandals have been about all that
Entered as Second Class matter at osity
was done in these important lines. The
tn Santa Fe Postofflce.
Denver Republican in referring to the
matter says that the year book of the
that
Institution shows
The New Mexican is the oldest news- Carnegie
will
science
receive much benefit in
evIs
sent
to
paper in New Mexico. It
ery postofflce in the Territory, and has the coming year from the vast fund
a large and growing circulation among so generously given by Mr. Carnegie
purposes of original research.
the Intelligent and progressive people forMost
of the recommendations for the
Of the. Southwest.
coming year are in the line of astron
Thousands of weak and sick women
omical research, but special grants can trace the beginning of a new life of
will be made for researches in south
perfect health to that letter written,, to
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dr. Pierce.
western
will
The
America.
institution
25
carrier
Daily, per week, by
Sick and ailing women are invited to
to
work
the
attention
pay
00
particular
tl
Dally, per month, by carrier
consult Dr. Pierce, by letter, free. All
to
of
evidence
the
relative
obtaining
76
Dally per month, by mail
correspondence held as strictly private
4 00 early history of man in this country,
and sacredly confidential. Address Dr.
Dally, six months, by mail
In R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
7 50 and for researches among various
Daily, one year, by mail...
dian tribes, particularly those in the
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription cures
2
00
Dally, three months, by mail
southwest. This will involve active weak and aching backs, headaches, nerv26
.Weekly, per month
scientific work among the southwest ousness and other womanly ailments by
76
Weekly, per quarter
ern cliff ruins and Indian tribes. Pro curing the womanly diseases which cause
1 00
Weekly, six months
fessor G. A. Dorsey of the Field Colum them.
2 00 bian
"In the spring of 1900 I became verym,"
Weekly, per year
Museum, and William H. Holmes writes
Mrs. Alviena Scholtz, of I,ake Washing
director of the bureau of ethnology of ton, Lesueur Co.,so Minn., "my back was very
ached
that I could do no work at
and
weak
Washington, will carry on the Carne all. so I was obliged to take to mv bed. I felt a
y
desire to urinate and the pains in
UNION
gie Institution's work among the In constant
abdomen were almost unbearable. I wrote to
dians and among the ancient ruins.
Dr. Pierce, who sent me a very kind letter, and
take his ' Favorite Prescription '
It is fortunate that the Carnegie In advised me to Medical
I took six
and
Discovery.'
stitution has turned its attention to bottles'Golden
of each and am a well woman now. I
PANA these
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S
favor
Dr.
in
of
Pierce's
cannot
say" enough
phases of ancient and modern
MA MESSAGE.
life in the southwest before it is too medicines.
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
President Roosevelt in his special late. The rapid adoption of civilized
women strong, sick women well. Accept
message to Congress yesterday sums life is causing Indian customs and tra no substitute
for the medicine which
up the Panama situation precisely ditions to disappear, and another ten works wonders for weak women.
when he says: "The President was or twenty years will "make it doubly
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
authorized to go to the Nicaragua hard for the scientist to secure any most desirable laxative for delicate
,
route only if within a reasonable time definite information on which enduring women.
he could not obtain control of the studies of tribal life can be based
necessary territory of the Republic of The cliff ruins, too, have yielded to
President Roosevelt
is always
Colombia. This control has now been the merciless
ransacking of the curio
obtained; the provision of the act has hunter, and soon science will have lit pleased to meet a man who does not
ask for an office. According to the
been complied with; it is no longer tie left upon which to base
New
Mexican's information, however,
to
possible under existing legislation
is not often afforded him.
this
pleasure
go to the Nicaragua route as an alterscientific
work in the
Heretofore the
native." It was decided long ago that southwest has been of a desultory char
An Australian sheep raiser, in an in
no other government except the Uni- acter, but the Carnegie Institution
ted States should be permitted to promises to remedy this evil. If the terview in the Denver papers, declares
build or to control the Panama Canal. institution carries on careful and sys that New Mexico is the best section
The United States has assumed the tematic study in the southwest it will in the United States for sheep and cat
raising, that Texas comes second
position of guarantor of the canal and no doubt achieve grand results. The tle
of its peaceful use by all the world. southwest is the home of the ancient and Colorado third. This opinion from
disinterested expert points to a
"It peoples of America, and its story has
Continues President Roosevelt:
would be the veriest travesty on right not yet been told. The Carnegie In greater development of these already
and justice to treat the governments stitution will indeed benefit humanity great industries of this Territory. The
in possession of the Isthmus as hav- if it is the means of uncovering the time is approaching when the free
more
ing the right to close the gates of in- marvelous story of the southwest's range will be muchalfalfa extensively
by
supplemented
feeding and
of
the past, before civilization has blotted it
tercourse on the great highways
fenced stock farms, and this will reworld, and justify the act by the pre- out.
sult in more than doubling the numtension that these avenues of trade
of sheep and cattle that are now
ber
and travel belong to them and that AGRICULTURE
BECOMING THE ranging in the Territory.
to
choose
them."
shut
they
LEADER.

" I wrote to Doctor
Pierce, who sent me

j

The greater portion of the message

at rest the accusation that the United
States had any hand in the Panama
revolution by saying: "No one conJieciea wun hub guveiuiueni iiau ouj
part in preparing, inciting or encouraging the late revolution." The fact
that France, Germany, Denmark, Russia, Sweden and Norway. Nicaragua,
Peru, China, Cuba, Great Britain,
Italy, Costa Rica, Japan and Austria
Hungary, as well as the United States'
have recognized the Independence of
the new republic, should refute even
the assertion that this nation acted
hastily and unjustly in recognizing
the independence of Panama."
In the last paragraph of the mess"In
age, President Roosevelt says:
conclusion let me repeat that the
question actually before this government is not that of the recognition of
Panama as an independent republic.
That is already an accomplished fact.
The question, and the only question,
is whether or not we shall build an
Isthmian Canal."
And even this question was decided
by the last Congress. The United
States has committed itself to the
building of the canal and there is
nothing that can now prevent the digging of the great international
-

As Colorado is a neighbor of New
Mexico and its resources and contour
are similar to those of this Territory,
it is interesting to note what has been
accomplished along industrial lines in
the Centennial State. In Colorado as
well as in New Mexico agriculture
stands at the head as a wealth producer, although few people look upon
either commonwealth as an agricultural section. In gold, the Centennial
State's production for 1903 is almost
$7,000,000 below last year owing to labor strikes, and the silver and coal
productions show a similar falling off.
On the other hand, the value of the
beet sugar products has increased
from $1,225,000 in 1900 to $7,000,000 in
1903. In other agricultural and in

commonwealths.
SANTA FE'S

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
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EUGENE A. FISKE,
Attorney and Counselor at Law,
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Supreme and District Court Practice.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
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Office Sena Block.
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Wares: and Curios

New Mexico.
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CHAS. F. EASLEY.
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CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
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No. 259 on
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E. C. ABBOTT,
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Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at.
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the CnnnH
Fe, of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

McBRAYEK. OLD CROW an
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OVER HOLT aed 0UCKENHE1MER PENN RYE WHISKY.
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.
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Sao

(Late Surveyor General),
Attorney-at-Law- .
m
m
Santa F
Land and mining business a specialty!
t

Hew

EDWARD C. WADE.
Attorney-at-Law-

the North Side of the Street.

.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES, ,
NEW MEXICO.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

THE ST. ELMO CLUB
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.
Dealers in All Kinds of Domestic and Imported

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos

Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
A. B.

RENEHAN,

Attorney-at-La-

I

w.

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme

w.

California Wines, Rhine Wines, and Native Wines.
G. F. Heiibiein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use,
Club Whiskey, Silver Creek Whiskey.
Avondjlle

Practlcea in the Supreme and DlatrtsV
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

Family Trade a Specialty

OSTEOPATHY

FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.
-

-

No. 210 Don Gaspar Avenue

-

Telephone No. 6.

e

A. P. HOGLE

DR. CHARLES A. WHEBLON,
Osteopath. ,
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
'
No Charge for Consultation.
5
m.
Hours:
m.,
p.

DENTISTS

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

DR. C. N. LORD,.
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store.

South Side

CO.
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Office:, Over
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HARRISON, D..D, S.,

Fischer's Drug

StoreV
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On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.).

Beat of Kefeence Given as an BMBALMER. Kick Calls
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.

Civil Engineers
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Surveyors

DAVID M, WHITE. S
Civil Engineer.
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Designs and specifications .for- - lroa
and stone bridges. 0 Railroad, water
works and irrigation engineering.
Office:. Governor's Palace, Santa, Fe,
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Mineral Surveyer. Santa Fe, N. M.
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Stenography' arid Typewriting.
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135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
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FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.
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SCRATCH PAPER.
Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
papers at 10 cents per pound at the
New Mexican. This is scrap paper put
up in pads and le less than the paper
originally coat Only a limited supply.

MMlap, an taraisUqp art
MwUgMei;

No. 106 Aztec Avenue,

Santa Fe,

Building.

tbt Ttrritery.

Staaavt

Stenographer and .Typewriter,
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.Notary Public,
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THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
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Notary Public. Stenographer and Type- .
writer. Tranalationa
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Attorney for thfl
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Established ami Supported by
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N. M.

Las Cruces, New Mexirvv
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
District
attorney for Dona Ana. Otero
Work.
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Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties!
and Other Gems.
Third Judicial District.

,
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McKEAN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

H. N. WILLCOX, ,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT.
71.
Catron Block,-Phon-

CLIMATE AGAIN
THE FRONT.
Denver still boasts of its winter
mate and when compared with that of
The New Mexican Printing Com
Chicago or New York, it really is su-- ,
will do your job work with neat
pany.
a.t
is
there
But
Fe,'
Santa,
perlative.
ness
and
dispatch.
over
smoke
no thick pall of
hanging
the city as at Denver, there are no
fogs, no snow, no slush which so of- Every Bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
ten make winter days disagreeable evRemedy Warranted.
We guarantee every bottle of Cham
en in the Queen City of the Plains.
El Paso come reports already of. berlain's Cough Remedy and will re
GETTING TOGETHER IN NEBRAS- - rFrom
sandstorms driven by 60 miles an fund the money to anyone who is not
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s
of the
even nearer Santa Fe, satisfied after using
The Nebraska Gold and Silver hour winds and
in
This
contents.
is
the
best
as
are
sandstorms
remedy
early
disagreeable
on
Omaha
in
a
reunion
held
Democrats
is absent from the world for la grippe, coughs, colds,
All
as
this
January''
was
January 1. At the dinner given
anniver- the winter climate of Santa Fe or re- croup and whooping cough and is
celebrated the eighty-nintIt prevents
in duced to a minimum below that of any pleasant and safe to take.
New
of
battle
Orleans,
of
the
sary
in the southwest. When it any tendency of a cold ' to result in
other,
place
comwere
which the American troops
superior winter pneumonia. All druggists.
manded by General Jackson. The ban- comes to fineareand
no adjectives in. the
there
climate,
Club
Jacksonian
was
given by the
quet
to do it justice.
of Nebraska. Over 500 statesmen and English language
Democratic
of
persuathe
politicians
A few days ago a mob attacked the
sion were present and much enthusiasm was on tap. The principal speak- county jail at Des Moines, Iowa, where
ers at the banquet were Senator Fran- two negroes charged with criminal ascis G. Newlands of Nevada, Congress- sault were confined. The police and
man David de Armond of Missouri and guards were overpowered and the
Congressman Hitchcock of Nebraska. mob was about to get hold of the men
i Hky
,11
The great name of Bryan was not men- when Congressman W. I. Smith, who
(
Fifty-eight- h
been
he
has
in
a
the
because
district
represents
probably
tioned,
hobnobbing too much of late with the Congress, arrived upon the scene and
crowned heads of Europe. It is said made a speech, counseling moderation
that everything went off well and that and peace. His speech counted and
harmony in the Democratic party in the mob dispersed without doing any
Nebraska is now so thick that one can harm. It was a heroic remedy, but
cut it with a knife. This condition of Mr. Smith was equal to the occasion.
The man behind the "StevetM" cannot help hitspeeches,
affairs may last until the different con- Like most Congressmen's
represent Accuting the mark, m these firearms
to
Jtellabtlltr and Durability
racy.
ventions meet iff the state this sum- Mr. Smith's must have acted as a sort
Steven Firearm
the highest decree attainable.
re yielding satisfaction wherever need, and are
mer. For the time being however, all of a sedative and a soothing syrup.
favormblyknowa the world around. Our line U a
most extensive and varied one, consisting1 of
seems to be serene 'in Democratic At any rate he did great good and is
circles in that state. This example to be commended for his courage and
Rifles, Pistols, Shotguns
illusTour dealer handles the Send for
might well be followed by the Repub- timely action.
'Steven. Myoa trated catalog. If intercannot obtain them, let ested in shooting, it is
licans there who also ought to put
us know and we will ship Indispensable to too.
aside their differences, get together
The Alabama Undertakers'. Associadirect, express prrpaid, Mailed free, anywhere,
upon receipt of prioa,
Benand stay bo, at any rate until after tion has asked
David
Our inUreetinr mizrlo is a hard nut to crack
election day next November.
nett HiU of New York, tp deliver an
but not impossible to solve. Bant anywhere upon
receipt of two
stamp. Th' m I m if. "
address at its next annual banquet.
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This is very appropriate as Senator
TO CURE A OOLD IN ONE DAY
TOOL
ARXS
STEVENS
CO.,
4
J.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. Hill has been doing some undertaking
P. O. Box 3092,
if it in Democratic political circles for
All druggists refund the acf
Mass.
Chicopea Falls,
falls to cure. R.W. Grove signature some years past and Is therefore "weil
on
funereal
to on each box. Z5-subjects.
posted
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Palace Ave.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,

WILLIAM

Druggists. s
Take Hall Family Fills for constipation.

REV. CARLISLE P. B. MARTIN LL.O
01 waverly, Texas, writes: "Or a
morning, when first arising, I often find
troublesome collection of phlegm,
which produces a cough and is very
hard to dislodge; but a small quantity
of Ballard's Horehound Syrup will at
once dislodge it, and the trouble is ov-I know of no medicine that is
equal to it, and it is so pleasant to
take. I can most cordially ; recom
mend it to all persons needing a medi
TO cine for throat or
lung trouble." 25c.
50c, and $1. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
cli-

,
M.

,

Attorney-at-Law-

Wholesale ( ruggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally.
acting, directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent
free. Price 75 cents per bottle, Sold by all

orchard products similar advances are
shown indicating for New Mexico the
most permanent and the most promising lines of development. Mining is
a good thing, for Colorado's mineral
products amounted to $72,000,000 last
year or about 30 times those 6f New
Mexico's, but it is after all agriculture
and manufacturing that make great

auu

searching titles a specialty.

Attorney-at-Law- ,'

How's This?

AI.D'NO. HINNAN A MAKVIW.

N. M.

Office in Griffin Block. Collections

J. E. Lacome, Proprietor

We Offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any cas "of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENBY CO., Toledo, U.
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transac
tions and financially able to carry out amJ
obligations made by this firm.
J
W

.

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe,
GEO. W. KNAEBEL,

Has on band a constant nqppfry of
the finest brands of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.
SAN FRANCISCO ST., 8ANTA FB, N. M.

a very kind letter
and advised me."

is given to a detailed review of the
part taken by the United States to pro.
tect American citizens and the interna,
tional highway over the isthmus dur
ing the recent revolution which led to
the independence of Panama from the
United States of Colombia. He sets

Attorneys at Law.

OXFORD CLUB
r

CARD8.

PROFESSIONAL

J

It Is an admitted fact that real' estate.
financial men and merchants all say
that quickest and bestresults are obtained by advertising tn" the "New
Mexican."
,

c
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MINES AND

J. WEINBERGER
SIDE 2Xj.H.ZJL,
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ajTETXT

TAOS COUNTY.

MEXICO,

James LaBeam of Denver, is at Red
River looking after work on the Stella
Group in Pioneer Canon. The work is
being done under the management(of

Our Motto is to Sell the Best

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS

J. L. Bigelow.
3. L. Cummins

For the Least Possible Money

Family Trade Solicited.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Buy your Goods Here.

Agent for Prof. Pozzoni's Mountain Sage Malt Tonic

Telephone No. 94.

JACK FROST IS HERE

MILLS.

! ! I

.

,

;

last week completed
the assessment work on the Mineral
King at Red River.
R. W. Penn and J. M. Moad are taking fine ore out of the lone on Moad
Mountain near Red River.
W.'D. Cannon and son Charles, are
developing the Evangeline on Copper
Mountain near Red River.
A. B. Eckles of Alamosa, Colorado,
is at Red River doing development
work on the Brown Palace on Malette
Creek. The lowest assay on the lead
carries ?10 of gold to the ton. Eckles
will erect an arrastra on the mine.
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Seize

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL

This Opportunity
To obtain any of the valuable
articles mentioned free of charge

scheme as hundreds are prof
iting by our offer.

Your choice of tbe artlclos mentioned and
over 200 other useful household articles.
Dinner and Tea Sets,
Ex
Side-board-

tension Tables, Couches, Morris Chairs,
Kocklng add Dining Room Chairs, Sil
verware, Watches, Clocks and other
Jewelry, Mantel Ornaments, Albums,
Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Talking Ma- cnines, Etc., Etc.
OUR OFFER Is

W

$

CHARLES W. DUDR0W,

LUMBER

Carefol Drivers for Tourist Parties.

First-clas- s

part:
"For several weeks the newspapers
of the southwest have been full of ac
counts of the rush to the newly discovered placers in
New Mexico.
Every day the excitement has
grown, and every fresh report seems to
indicate that the strike is far richer
than was at first fancied. Over 500
men are reported to have reached the
scene of discovery in a single day.
"The crest of the Caballos range is
about six miles from the Rio Grande,
which flows in a course parallel to the
trend of the mountains. It is along the
steep and rugged slope between the
mountain crest and the river that the
new placer grounds are situated. The
placers extend for a distance of ten
miles on each side of the Apache Canon. The situation is an extremely

1033

Rigs.

Parties Conveyed to All Points of Interest in and About
Santa Pe. Camping Parties Furnished With Turnouts

J.LOWITZZI.

TELEPHONE

57.

SASH

' DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

TKANSFEIUAND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.

Phone 35, Santa Fe.

Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N.

11

A CHRISTMAS SNAP

Chestnut Street

ThU Crystal Glass Colorn Bottle, Overlaid with Sterling- Silver, Three Time 81se of Cut, Postpaid

Philadelphia. Pa.

for

I1.2S,

One of the Many Bargains in Our New Catalogue for 1904,
over 5,000 ill ustratioDS of Jewelry.
Silverware suitable for Xinas and Wedding
Presents. Free to any
address upon request.

oon-taioi- n?

south-centr-

Hacks and Vehicles Promptly Furnished for All Occasions

fc

CORNER PIAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

DONA ANA COUNTY.

OLDEST IN THE CITY
Livery, Feed & Sale Stable

LOWER SAN FRANCISCO 8TREET

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building

YARD

COAL

d

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

made so as to Introduce Our

11

CAPITOL

The most conveniently located and only
and steam-heateHotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
connedted. Pine Sample Room for Commercial Men e
M

Goods tp You and Your Friends.
Within the next 13 months in order

MONERO COAL

FT TIS, Proprietor.
fire-pro-

to
introduce our goods and bring them be
we are going to make
OUR PATRONS DO NOT MIND HIM. ..
"Quite a good sized mining deal is fore the public
In or
THEY ARE SUPPLIED WITH OUR FIRST CLASS
on for properties located In the San you the following proposition:
der to cover the expense of mailing,
Andreas Mountains," says the Rfo
printing, etc., etc., we ask you to send
Grande Republican, of which particu 10 cents in coin and we will mail you
our Kicmy illustrated uuaiocue, and our
lars will be given later.
No 1 Copy of the Woman's Sis; the copy
Why depend sn the ''Burro Mm" for your
SIERRA COUNTY.
wood when yon can have It when you want N
The Rio Grande Republican says: of the book Itself cost 10 cents without
extra ory, ana cut to m your stove.
Acheson McClintock has returned from the Catalogue, which is rlcblv Illustrat
Kindling in any quantity Prices Ran
at 15 cents. Now we are
the Caballo gold fields and reports ed and valued
senible-RU- SH
ORDERS RUSHED!
willing to mail you both books and all
that on the Trujillo claims dry wash the
details how to get the Premiums for
ers are taking out from $50 to $75 a 10 cents in coin. Do
not delay as we
day but that on the other claims very win only issue a limited number oi
little work is being done. Professor Premiums on this our nrst offer in your
C. R. Keyes of the New Mexico School section.
OFFICE-A. T. 4 S. F.
No. 85 of
Send at once for this offer, do not put
Hear
Telephone
Mines, describes the Caballo placers
Garlield Ave.
in a recent issue of the Engineering it off but write at once before it is too
and Mining Journal and as his report late Boys, Girls and Women look Into
can be considered authoritative, the this,
CO.
New Mexican herewith produces it in LOUIE MANUFACTURING

CERRILLOS AND

GEORGE E.

This is positively no hitch or

NOBBE & ROEMPKE

Gold and Silversmiths,
1857.
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TIMS'
December

'.(Effective

Galveston, Tex.

Established
Oldest Jewelry Store In the Southwest.
Our Mail Order servine offers you the same advantage as a
personal visit to our establishment.
1, 1904.)

leaves Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m.
to connect with No. 2 east bound, with
connection from El Paso and Southern
California, returning, arrive at Santa
No Catch Game. No Stool Pigeons. No Gift Enterprise.
Fe at 11:50 a. m.
All Goods Marked in Plain Figures.
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4:10 p.m.,
to connect with Nc. 1, west bound, for
favorable one, from a mining stand- Southern California, returning arrive at
East
Purcfjase.
point, being on the banks of a river af Santa Fe at 6:15 p. m.
724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.,
No.
fording an abundance of water for
to connect with No. 7, westbound
for,
sluicing.
30a SAN FRANCISCO
Everything is in a chaotic condi San Francisco and Northern California
ST., SANTA PS. N. M.
9:30
at
Santa Fe at
tion. The land on which the discovery returning, arrive
is situated is surveyed, yet no one p. m.
No. 726 leaves Santa Fe at 9:35 p. m.,
knows where it really is. Surveyors
have arrived, however, and it is pos- to connect with No. 8,. east bound, from
sible that when they have clone their San Francisco and Northern California,
WHITE'S CREAM
work, the result imay be to dispossess returning, arrive at. Santa Fe at 11:45
those who have taken up more than p. m.
Host in Quantity.
Bt la Quality.
their share, so that others will bd givTHE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
'
Now
en a chance to locate claims; All
between Chicago,
Re-nidi-:,
daily
tU IVera
Fcr 20 Yesrs
i
those who flocked to the field have Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
ua.xsx
not confined themselves to the locat train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40 iFtwNd by
.
JAMES F. DALLARD. St. I
ing of placer claims, but many of them a. m., Monday and Thursday. East- have pushed out into the mountains, bound, at 2:02 a. m., Wednesday and
in an attempt to find the lodes from Saturday.
No. connection with these
which the gravels come.
Santa Fe, except
trains from
"It would be impossible to describe that passengers arriving on No. 3,
the wild excitement that prevails at west bound, can reach Santa Fe at 11:60
the diggings and at Rincon. Men a. m. on No. 2's connection.
have apparently gone wild; the night
All of above trains run
solid
that the news reached Rincon one from Chicago to Californiathrough
and carry
young man got on his horse and through Pullman and tourists sleepers
galloped all the way to the discovery, except California Limited, which car
30 miles away; others followed as fast
ries Standard Sleepers only.
for
as they could go, in every conceivable
car reservation ar
Through
sleeping
on
and
the
after
the
vehicle,
morning
on application.
strike was reported, there were nun ranged for
Ticket Office:
City
dreds of people prospecting and stak
CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
'
over
claims
all
the adjoining
ing
Any operator can make the . records on any standard
H. S. LTJTZ. AGENT.
ground.
"The extreme richness of the strike
typewriter, and insert them as finished, in a regularly-bounThe loose leaf ledgers which are on
is held by some to indicate that it is
sale at the New Mexican office, are
book, (not a file). No special machine required
not extensive, but only a pocket; how'
in favor. It is the best
rapidly
growing
for Book Records. Extraction or substitution of sheets
ever, the facts point the other way,
that has been Issued and the
The gold in the sttad is plainly visible patent
car
man
in
not
to the business
practically impossible.
to the naked eye. Gold was taken out saving book of dead
a
pages is consider
of the deposit merely by moistening rylng
convenience and economy I
able.
the fingers and passing them through and forFor
the book up to the
keeping
the dry sand. The gold is. in such mark with live accounts
only, the loose
Used for keeping Typewritten Records by the Library of
can
be
used
a
fan
that
large particles
Congress, U. S. Patent Office, New York Lif Ins. Co.,
to extract the eold. and this method leaf ledger is the best arrangement yet
is being employed with success fjy a Issued.
many County Clerks and Surrogates and a host ot others.
claims.
who
have
great many
(
ra CNICHCITKirSJ ENOUSIH
'.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
"Everything Just now is in. the wild
est state of confusion, but, as' soon, as
WCKOFF,SE AM ANSA BENEDICT, i645Chsmp St., DENVER, Colo,
Miaift
Drain! ft
the surveyors' have blocked off the
"CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers. Santa Fe. N. Jtt.
claims, and those who possess a' title
Is KED and Sold mtUUta bona. mM
athatV BalWaa
vita MM ribboa. Take
to them know where they are, mining
Baaaaroas SaWtltaUaaa ea Iatlla.
ttaaa. Bay or 7r Dmjiln, r a4 a. la
operations will begin in earnest.
far Particulars, TaaHiaaUls
Huh
aa "Keller Iter Ladles- ,- lomr, ay ra.
"No geologist, I believe, has ever
TMavlali. Solso ay
Mall. I ).
ten
ftfcli h.
Dm..!...
visited this region until recently. Yet XssUaatateaai m.
Maataaa aaaara. PIU1A VAe.
the geology is of extreme interest, and
the facts observed have an important
DTI W T i"ET3. :PT
bearing upon the source of the gold of
now
to
flock
field
which people are
the
ing- .?,v
tssstm
'
Dniro'r -s- s-'
"On the west flank of the Caballos
No.
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PILLS

Liue

The word "Bur
Hngtoh" is like
"Sterling" on sil-vIt denotes
a high standard.
We think our
service justifies
the comparison.
ei

Sterling
on
--

NT

Silver

For Omaha" and Chicago and everywhere east, leave Denver 4:15 p. ok
and 10:35 p. m.; for Kansas City, St.
Louis, and everywhere southeast,
leave 3:00 p. m. and 10:35 p. m. .
.

Ijljilliiipii
i

ilium;

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
j

..

Q. W. VALLBRY, General Aft.

DENVER

P. F.HANLEY

.- --

Fine Wines, Liquor s Cigar s
and native Wines for
Use.

.

range a number of

fissure-vein- s

have

already been opened up, and consider
able amounts of marketable ore have
been extracted. The distance from the
railroad, however, has made it unprof-

itable to exploit any but the richest

ores. These had to fie carried in sacks,
on the backs of burros, over the mountain to Engle, the nearest station on
the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Rail
road, a distance, as the crow flies, of
25 miles. The most extensive workings are now in over 700 feet.
These veins vary greatly in width,
and all are situated along faults of the
transverse s
previously alluded to.
The largest vein measures 28 feet
across; others are from 4 to 12 feet
wide, besides many which are much
smaller. While several of them have
been, worked few have been system
atically explored; most of the .work
done has been confined to the immediate vicinity of the juncture of the basal
quartzite and the underlying crystallines. Little effort has been made to
develop the ,old resources of the district, as compared to the labor spent
(Continued ,on Page Six.)

NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR
The leading mining periodical of the
world, with the strongest editorial staff of
any technical publication.
Subscription $5.00 a year (including
U. S., Canadian, Mexican postage.)
Sample copy free. Send for Book Catalogue.

imported U Crow,
Family
OUR SnClXLTUS-OMcBrayt. QocteiihsjiiMc Rye, Tayiw
and Pazton, OM Jordsui mad Monogram. Ky., WUakfaa.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican

Toe Engineering and Mining-- Journal

TELXFHOHX

MIBrsoaVay, New York

Nothing has ever equalled
Nothing can ever surpass

it
it

Dr.King'G

SANTA FE. N.

ao.

.

n.

office.
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We make a Specialty of COTveying tourists to all points of
interest in and near the City
ILIVERY

n Y AAAA1IIA

1

STABLE

Now Discouory
Ja'Cggis1
A Perf eel

Cure:

mm

as,

ai

at

For AH Throat and
Lung Troubles.

Msmnbackff itfsvls. Trial Betttos

Our Equipment and stock
are Unexcelled in the West, and not Equaled in Santa
,

fro.
DON OASPAR AVENUE,

Pe
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SALMON & AB0USLE1AN

it

TXTliolesale

JD JR

am.d.

Territory. Mr. Wolford was admitted
to the practice of law by the state
Supreme Court of Ohio at Columbus
last June and may practice his profession in the Territory.
Mrs.' Alfred Grunsfeld and daughter
Reina of Albuquerque, left that town
for Chicago, where Mr.
Saturday
Grunsfeld will join Mrs. Grunsfeld in
Chicago in a week or two and both will
then gtf-t- Boston and New York where
they will visit relatives and where Mr.
Grunsfeld will purchase spring and
summer goods for the wholesale establishment of Grunsfeld Brothers in the
Duke City.

249-251-2-

SAN

FRANCISCO ST.
SANTA FE, N. M.

detail.

SEE HERE, HARRY!
It's just like this:

Cloth-in-

down on SALMON

&

Sew

ABOUSLEMAN.

g

The

suit I get there is always sure to be stylish
and of good material. Everything about it
is right in every way. Now go around town

Announce That Their
JANUARY WHITE 600DS SALE
Will Commence
MONDAY, JANUARY 4, 1904.
In Order to Make Room for Oar New
Line of White Goods Which WiU
Arrive Shortly, We Will Close Out
Out Stock of White Goods at One
Third Less Than Usual Values.

MRS. SWEENEY

PASSES AWAY

and see for yourself, and will wager you a
good cigar th you can't beat
1

SALMON

&

Bios. Co.

o

have tried all the
Stores in town and have last settled
I

INCORPORATED 1903

ESTABLISHED I856

Was Well Known in Santa Fe
Having Spent the Past Five
Years in New Mexico.

ABOUSLEMAN

on a $10.00, $12.50 or $16.00 suit of cloth-ing- .
Try it, and you will be convinced.

Friends in Santa Fe of Mrs. J. J.
Sweeney of Owensboro, Kentucky, who
spent the past five years in New
Mexico as a health seeker, have been
apprised of her death, the details of
San Francisco St.
which are contained in the following
Telephone 26.
PERSONAL MENTION S articles from the Owensboro Inquirer
of 'December 31, which was sent to
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ireland of this city:
"Mrs. James J. Sweeney died last
GROCERS
J. L. Gresham, is from the Duke night at 10 o'clock. Her death was
""
City on business.
not unexpected to her family. For
May Yoor Christmas Be a
C. W. Todd of Las Vegas, is a
several years she has suffered from
and
One
New
the
Year
Merry
Bring
City business visitor.
consumption, and her condition for
You Prosperity and Happiness.
Jose L. Miller of Bernalillo, is at the past few days was such that her
RETAIL DIY GOODS.
WHOLESALE
tending to business affairs in Santa family knew death was near.
it
"She has spent most of her time dur
Fe.
.
P. O. BOX 219.
PHONE NO. 36.
Bonifacio Landarvoso of Magdalena; ing the past five years in Las Vegas
SOME OF THE FOLLOWING WILL HELP
is in the Capital City purchasing sup and Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Den
ver, Colorado. Her physicians thought
r
plies.
MAKE THEM
that the climate in the west might reManuel B. Otero has returned from store her to
health, and no doubt her
Albuquerque where he visited rela life ,was greatly prolonged by her
tives.
190.3
western visits, but in April her heart
F. Bond and daughter of Espanola, became involved from the effects of
are among the guests registered at the the altitude of Colorado and she was
Palace.
compelled to return to her home in
te
are showing the choicest, most
J. L. Lopez returned- - yesterday from Owensboro. For several months after
Mrs.
health
she
returned
line of
a visit to Golden, where he looked afSweeney's
remained the same, but finally her
ter mining interests.
Frank O'Donnell of Tres Piedras, is strength was exhausted by the disease
and the end came.
calling on the merchants of the Capital
Mrs. Sweeney was the daughter of
City, in quest of supplies.
Call and see
To be found in the
Dr. William Singleton. She was born
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Umbrage left
before
stock
Octowas
28, 1857. She
married
buying elsewhere.
this morning over the Santa Fe route July
3, 1876, to James J. Sweeney. She
ber
will
It
pay you. No trouble to
for Leavenworth, Kansas.
leaves four sons, William N. Sweeney,
show you
Mrs. J. M. Hawkins, formerly of of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Singleton
goods.
Santa Fe, now of Alampgordo, has
Y. Sweeney, Edmund B. Sweeney and
word of the death of her moth' James - J. Sweeney, Jr. Her mother,
er last week at her home in Ohio.
FRESH CANDIES JUST RECEIVED
Mrs. Mary L. Singleton and sister,
A. B. McMillan, Esq., Albuquerque Mrs. Belle Clarke, survive her.
The funeral services will be con
attorney, is here on legal business con230 SAN
nected with the partition suit of the ducted at the Sweeney home on Fifth
FRANCISCO ST
Sebastian Martin land grant in Rio Ar- Street at 10 o'clock, Friday, January
4
1, 1904.
riba County.
"Rev. E. E. Smith, pastor of .the
Associate Justice B. S. Baker of Al
buquerque, arrived in ths Capital City Fourth Street Presbyterian Church, of
last evening to attend fc'e session of which church Mrs. Sweeney was a
the territorial Supreme Court which member, will conduct the funeral
convenes tomorrow.
"W. T. Ellis, A. C. Tompkins, P. T.
In the Catron Block.
Miss Maggie Bucher, principal of
James H. Hickman, F. T.
Watkins,
S. 0. CARTWRIGHT, Sec'y and Treas.
F. S. DAVIS, President
the public schools of Las Vegas, has
Gunther, J. O. Wandling, O. H. Barfrom her holiday vacation rows
returned
and George A. Williams will act
Prices Right !
Smalt Profits !
Quick Sales !
which she spent at Topeka with her
''
A
as
bearers."
pall
sister Mrs. J. E. Hurley.
The Owensboro Messenger also had
Chief Justice W. J. Mills of the terDRY GOODS.
half column article on, the death of
NOTIONS.
No. 250 San Francisco
MILLINERY.
ritorial Supreme Court arrivecT in Mrs., Sweeney, containing the same
BOOTS AND SHOES.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
Santa Fe last evening from his home facts given in the Inquirer article.
sessions
in
to
Las
the
attend
Vegas,
MEAT MARKET.
WAISTS, CLOAKS AND
which convene tomorrow.
PAT. CARRIER SYSTEM
We wish to call the attention of all
Elias Brevoort who left some weeks
our friends and customers to the reI want your business.
I will see to it that
ago for Mexico, to spend the winter is
fine beef, pork and lamb we
markably
;
now in the city of Silao and domi
you are satisfied with us.
are now putting out. We are now reciled at the Hotel Victoria in that
INSURES NATURAL nAV0H IPtJRtT,
ceiving Denver killed beef. It is fine
town. He will remain there, some
eating.
Everything in sausage, pigs
weeks.
feet, tripe, boiled ham, salt meats,
solid
are
meat;
oysters
Sealshlpt
Case
U. S. Deputy Marshal George A,
Against the Southwestern
they are not embalmed; the flavor is etc., that the markets afford.
Kaseman of Albuquerque, is getting
Brewery and Ice Company Will not
taken out of them by contcat with
with
, Not Be Reheard.
ready to go to San Francisco
ice water. They have the true
and
ice
FERNDELL PRE3ERVE8.
batch of Celestials for deportation to
The last session of the 1903 term of salt sea flavor.
Cheaper because you
His trip will the territorial Supreme Court convened
the flowery kingdom.
Ferndell
preserves come in 1 pound
because
solid
better
meat;
only
take about a week.
and 2 pound glass Jars and ; in 10
at the capitol this morning. There get
oysters- - that are shipped
only
you
get
Mrs. J. E. Wood and her mother. wfire present Chief Justice W. J. Mills direct to us from the oyster beds. Ice pound earthen Jars. They , are very
and Associate Justices John R. Mc- water oysters 'are usually shipped "to fine, being put up by experts in this
Mrs. Louise F. Jones, will entertain
axtrCOBFOBAT
few friends at luncheon tomorrow to FteJFank W. Parker, B. S. Baker and Denver in car lots and are shipped line of business, who have orders to
meet Mrs. Wood and daughter, of W. H. Pop
from that lot until - exhausted. Our put up the very best product possible,
Case No. 981 that of Harry Rankin
of cost. Two pound Jars at
Trenton, New Jersey, the mother and
come to us direct from the' regardless
65c one pound Jars at 40c.
et al., appellees, versus the Southwest' oysters,
sister of J. E. Wood.
beds.
H. F. Gibson, manager of the Postal ern Brewery and Ice Company, came
on a motion for rehear
Telegraph in this city, was called to up for hearing
FERNDELL CANNED GOOD8. V
FINE COFFEES.
Clio, Illinois, this morning, by the ser ing. The motion,, was overruled, after
We have received our car of Fern- &
Chase
Sanborn's Coffees are still
ious illness of his father who is not which the court adjourned sine die.
dell canned goods. They open up bet- in
lead. We are selling more of
the
to live. He left on the 9:35
expected
hanever
we
have
ter than any line
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
them now than ever before. All
Stationery,
o'clock train over the Santa Fe route,
dled. Some items are very short pack
You
never have any doubt this year, but we have managed to get grades to suit all purses, but no inferCharles J. Myers, son of Mayor
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
ior goods. Seal brand' 40c; South Sea
Charles F. Myers of Albuquerque, In
a full supply of most varieties. Fern-de- ll Blend,
buying
25c; Regal Blend 35c.
who is a student at the New Mexico
'
corn, peas, beans, sweet potatoes
tea
spices
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVKN MAIL OBDKB8.
are
best
the
all
Military Institute at Roswell and who
that
lines
in
fact
Coffee
and
soda
flavoring extracts
spent his vacation with his parents in
are
MEADOW GOLD.
anywhere. Use Ferndell
with
to
no
Ros
room whenpacked
the Duke City, has returned
Schilling's Best;
you want the best.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Gold butter is much the best
Meadow
well to resume his studies.
for doubt with them.
can be found. It gives universal
that
General W. S. Clark, special agent
At your grocer's moneybick.
HAY, ALFALFA, GRAIN, .
j satisfaction'. We have cheaper butter,'
j
of the treasury department on duty in
flour and potatoes of the best but if you wish the best take Meadow
Feed,
the internal revenue service arrived
Insure Your Property In
Gold.
.
quality and at lowest market price.
from Los Angeles last evening and to'
ORIENT INSURANCE C0 HARTFORD.
day inspected the internal revenue of
j.H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
9 9
fice here for the district of New Mexi
:
Tel3phone .71.
co and Arizona of which Judge A. L.
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The Hew Mexican office.
Morrison is collector.
The Rev. W. A. Cooper, pastor of
St. John's M. E. Church, conducted
services at the Santa Fe Central town
FAMILY
EVERY MEMBER
of Estancia on Sunday, preaching
morning and evening. He returned to
S. CANDELARIO,
the Capital City yesterday, and re
HERE.
PROVIDED
cTVliss
of
cTWugler
sentiment
the
the
.
religious
ports
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.
town of a very high order.
A Large Line of the Latest Toys, Including
L. O. Fullen, Esq., of Carlsbad, who
BARGAINS! BARGAINS!
is postmaster of that town, arrived in
the city today. He is a subject of conMillinery at and below cost. Must
FOR INDIAN BASKETRY
gratulations as on yesterday the Pres maker;W.rpom for the coming spring
ident renominated him for a second
Best assortment of materials
Bric-a-Bra- c.
term in the office which he now holds. goods.'
Waalmli sad Retail Dsslert Is
always on hand.
Mr. Fullen will take "an examination
forejbjoider
before the Supreme Court tomorrow in
AT THE
order to practice law in the Territory. Parlors, Southeast Corner of Plata
H. A. Wolford formerly of Norwalk,
SANTA FE, N. M.
r
The bast place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
Ohio, but who has been residing in
Mexican Pottery, Relics from th Cliff Dwellings,
Kingston, Sierra County, for the last
Don't
Up.
Slip
six months, arrived from the south
Indian Baskets, In fact all aorta of Carlos of Indlaa
In the
an Accident t
yesterday and tomorrow will appear Take Out PACIFIC MUTUALollcy
tad If Micas stake can bs'foand at Our Store
before the Supreme Court to take the
H. N. Wli LCOX, Agent
'
examination required before being adO. BOX 340
:
SANTA FE N
. 1
mitted to the practice of law in the
Telephone 71. ,

j

S.Kaunefccv.

:

j
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Seligman Bios. Co.
Ap

TO

SOt

Pack Monarch. Richelieu and Blue Label
Canned Fruits and Vegetables.
Booth's Baltimore Oysters.
Fresh Shrimp.
Poultry.
Lettuce.
Celery.
Spinach.
Cauliflower.
Sweet Potatoes.
Bananas.
Oranges.
Grapes.
Persimmons.
Fresh Peaches.
Edam and Roquefort Cheese.

For Holiday Season

.
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up-to-da-

Jhe Proper Goods-
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our

our

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
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SKIRTS.
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CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

JOHN KOURY,

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,
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J. P. VICTORY : MINOR
at Law and
Attorney

j

deal Estate

dpi
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CITY COUNCIL

CITY TOPICS 5

j j j j j j

j j j j

MEETS.

Adjournment Taken Last Evening
til the Third Monday in

January.

It will pay you to advertise. Try it
Narciso Mondragon, the San Francisco Street jeweler is suffering with
a cold.
Attention is called to the change of
advertisement of the St. Elmo Club in

5

SKIN AND BLOOD
Un-

PURIFICATION

Ireland's Pharmacy
Headquarter's For

The city council met in regular
monthly session last evening, all of the
112 Sao Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N. M.
members being present with the exception of Mayor I. Sparks, who is abREAL E3TATE LOANS.
fi
sent from the city.
Money to loan upon real estate secur- today's issue.
The reports and accounts for the
ty on easy terms.
The probate court was in session last quarter were presented and reHOMES.
this afternoon, Probate Judge Marcos ferred to the proper committees. On
T have a nice
the
motion of Councilman Hersch the
cottage (double) six Costilla presiding.
finance committee was instructed to
rooms on one side, 4 on the other; .. There was no
of
board
the
owner occupies 4" rooms and the rest of education last meeting
pay the accounts of the salary fund
Blood
evening, owing to the as soon as there were sufficient
funds,
rent for $25 a month; good neighbor absence of a quorum.
and to make a report at the adjourned
hood; ample space to erect other buil
H. C. Yontz, the San Francisco
THE OLDEST DRUG HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
to be held Monday evening,
and
stables
same
on
street;
dings
Street jeweler, has changed his dis- meeting 18.
Of Torturing, Disfiguring, Huis
asked
January
other outbuildings; the price
play advertisement which ' appears in
The ordinance committee
was invery low.
mours with Loss of Hair
today's issue.
to
an
structed
ordinance
for
prepare
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
The front of J. E. Lacome's Cafe on the erection of breakwaters in the bed
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone San Francisco Street this morning of the Santa Fe River and of the Arhouse with all modern improvement"; looked as if Mrs. Carrie Nation ha royo Sais. The
city clerk was instruct- COMPLETE TREATMENT $1.00
the other an adobe-bric- k
bouse, 7 come to visit the city.
ed to notify the property owners on
DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, CXOCKS
rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
'We lead in everything," is the key the north sicjeof lower San Francisco
70
choice
ItSj
and
tt
tank;
water,
hydrant
city
note of the change of advertisement Street from the real estate owned by
Thousands of the world's best peofruit trees; currant and raspberry which appears in today's issue of the Benigno Delgado to the property
have found instant relief and speedy
The Cut Glass displayed
us will fl
bushes: lot 80 by 265 feet: The stone Charles Wagner Furniture Company. owned by Luis Ortiz, to prepare them ple
cure by the use of Cuticura Soap, Ointhouse will be rented.
1 make hne ffHoMayft
The
dance of the Capi selves to pay for the construction of ment and Pills in the most torturing
ORCHARDS.
tal City Club will be held in Post Hall sidewalks to be laid, having failed to and disfiguring of itching, burning and
Articles in Sterling Silver, ?Ebonyfand Q
with the city ordinance.
itch-loI also have a fruit ranch in a high this evening. The membership of the comply
humours,
eczemas,
rashes,
scaly
The
attorney was instructed to
Stag. Filigree Fob jChains,'Brooch11
state of cultivation, in the suburbs, club is steadily increasing, and a nice bring citycondemnation
and Inflammations.
$
proceedings
is
time
had
at
social
events.
the
the
with a building site overlooking
Pins, Neck Chains Souvenirf
Thousands of tired, fretted mothers,
E. Ellis, on the TeA meeting of the Ladies' Aid So against George
and disfigured babies,
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there Is
on the north side of the of
suque
Road,
Bracelets, Card Cases,
RingsXetc1
of all ages and conditions, have certian artificial reservoir, the only one of ciety of St. John's M. E. Church, will federal building.
fied
cures
almost
miraculous
to
the
'
1&
by
al
it kind In the city. 12 feet or more In be held in the church parlors at 2
The council then adjourned until the Cuticura remedies, when the best medAll Goods Engraved Free.
depth, holding over 125,000 gallons of o'clock, Thursday afternoon, January third Monday in January.
ical skill had failed to relieve, much
a iuii attendance is desired
less cure.
water, constantly replenished, .frorri
The running ; team of the fire
Cuticura Treatment is local and con
Insure Your Property in
which the whole place can be Irrigated
stitutional
will
a
which
hold
dance
at
and
partment
the
complete and perfect.
summer,
the
&
CO.
SPRINGFIELD
INS.
FIRE
,
MARINE
during
and
wholesome. Bathe the
sweet
house
pure,
land
The
fl3h.
opera
with
Saturday
stocked
evening January
could be
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
affected surfaces with Cuticura Soap
contains many hundreds of young trees 23. The dance program will be discuor
71.
and hot water to cleanse the skin of
Telephone
th finest and most valuable varle- - sea oy tne First uavairy Band Orches
crusts and scales and soften the thick
ened cuticle, dry without bard rubbing,
Insure Your Property In
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums,
and apply Cuticura Ointment freely to
Cornello Montoya, has filed in the
anricots. cherries and other fruits, the
FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA.
allay itching, irritation and inflamma
creator nart of which already bear; a office of the probate clerk and
H. N WILLCOX, Agent.
tion, and soothe and heal, and lastly San Francisco St. Sa nta Fe, N. M.
A
cio
recorder
of
Fe
a
Santa
of
County,
thousands
vineyard,
vounB bearing
take Cuticura Resolvent Puis to cool
71.
T
Telephone
'
location
notice
for
the
Cinana
mining
hushea of currants and other small
and cleanse the blood, and put every
see
will
to
It
before
me
160
of
placer claim, consisting
pay you
acres,
you buy anything in the
function in a state of healthy activity.
fruits; extensive beds of asparagus, and
four
situated
miles
of
REMEMBER
DOES
IT.
WHO
northwest
More
scrofulous
cares
of
To
line.
I will furnish your house complete from
simple,
great
Furniture
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables.'
Golden.
Leave word at Blain's Bazar and I and hereditary humours are daily made
be sold on easy terms, and for much
all
kitchen
than
Cuticura
remedies
to
other
by
Call at Kaadt's curio store is the an will call at your house or office and by
garret on easy payments. Liberal discounts will
less than it cost, owing to ill health of
blood and skin remedies combined,
nouncement
clocks,
in
made
your
sewing
watches,
of
repair
the
ad
change
be made to cash customers.
the owner.
single set being often sufficient to cure
vertisement of that establishment in machines and typewriter. All work the
most distressing cases when all
CHURCHES.
All goods delivered free.
today's issue. The photographic stu strictly firstclass.
else rails.
GOLDIE CHAPMAN.
Sold thronthont the world. Cntienm RMotont. SOe.
I am authorized to dispose of the Con dio in connection is over Kerr's barber
We Handle the Famous
(in form ofChocol.u Coiled Pills, 23c., per rial of 60),
No work delivered unless
Ointment, fine.. Soap, 20c. Depot i London, 27 Charter
gregational Church, on. the south side, shop.
de la Palxi Boiiton, 137 Columbus
houieSq.t Pari., Hoe
MEAL" STEEL RANGE,
GOLDEN
LIMITED.
STATE
"QUICK
Union
sow
ana
unem.
roner
Ave. corp.,
urufr
rropi.
convenient to the contemplated
tar- Send for " Skin and Blood Purification."
reThe
Golden
will
be
Limited
State
C.
S.
tells the story of its conwill
name
has
filed
The
a
notice
of
and
two
the
Wite,
lots,
Depot. It stands upon
venience. It looks well, it cooks well,
sumed, first train to leave Chicago;
be sold cheap, or the building will be location of the Capital Mining claim December
it bakes well and it lasts well, and tii(!i
20, and Los Angeles, Dein the office of the probate clerk and
repaired and leased to responsible par
it costs but a little more than 0110 oiVao
recorder of Santa Fe County. cember 24 1903, the service to be coninferior kinds. Eight in construction,
ties.
The claim is situated fourteen and a tinued, on practically same schedule
right in ornamentation, riprht in operOTHERS.
ARE
Chias
14
from
THERE
last season, until April
half miles southeast of Golden, and is
ation, sviDmetrioal, handsome aad
Several small houses, some stone, marked by a monument at the mouth cago and April 20 from Los Angeles.
strong. It has Duplex Grates,
This train will carry the same
,
ONE NIGHT
some brick, others frame, upon my of the tunnel.
Door, lwa7ily braced,
as
Oven Bottom; Itivetl'ws
last year, to Los AngeThe local weather bureau predicts equipment
books, which I would be glad to show
Sheets, smooth and brisrht as a mirror,
an Intended purchaser. They are de- fair weather in the south portion to les, and an additional car for Pasae.
also one for San Francisco.''
compose ita body. Merit has brimtrii!:
sold
dena,
be
January
will
Friiag,
and
with
colder
Wednes
weather
night,
situated,
sirably
th "Quick Meal" to the froet stud
SYSday, and probably snow in north por EL PASO NORTHEASTERN
cheap.
keens it there.-- N.
A.
TEM,"
BROWJ,
tion and colder weather tonight. The
PLAZA PROPERTY.
MAHARA
BIG
S
MINSTREL
CARNIVAL
G.
Texas.
El
P.
A.,
Paso,
maximum temperature yesterday was
To those wishing to catch the cream 40 degrees at 2:30 p. m. and the miniHSJLSES ETT THE GXTXX
of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks mum 16 degrees at 7:30 a. m. The U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
BILLY YOUNG ft GORDON COLLINS
at figures that will double themselves temperature at 6 o'clock this morning Forecast for New Mexico: Fair in
CO
SZrCrZXTS- - CCLCESZS.2T8
in less than three years.
wag 2i decrees.
south portion with colder Wednesday; Assisted by Six Comedy Jesters and a Com
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
petent Lady Chorus,
Ireland's Pharmacy, the oldest drug probablv snow in north portion with
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
colder weather tonight.
I have several business blocks for house in Santa Fe, is the headquar- China
ware, Glassware, .Picture Frames and Molding Stoves and Kansas
Yesterdav the tneruiometer registered
sale on this great mart of trade, some ters for drug's, toilet articles, candy as follows: Maximum temperature,
Mads to Order
Frames
Goods Sold on Easv Fnvmeata
SX3- 8EC01TB FAHT
of them producing more than eign and cigars, ir you want a line box or degrees, at 3:30 p. m. minimum,
Ibon
bons for your sweetheart, you will degrees, at 7:30 a. m. The mean Olio of Pleasing Vaudeville
per cent, net, on purchase price asked.
nnd a tresh supply or Huyier s temperature for the 34 hours was 2t de
always
LIVERYMEN.
TO
NT
IM PORTA
best at Ireland's. Prescriptions are al- - grees. Relative humidity, 38 percent
ArRICA
HAG
Ct(ALES WAGJYER
I can sell you the finest and best so carefully
See the
Temperature at 6:00 a. m. today,
compounded.
nnulnDed livery stable in the Terri change of advertisement on page five degrees. , s
BIG SENSATIONAL STREET PARADE
of its real value; of today's issue.
"Licensed Etnbalmer,"
tory at
STOCK MARKETS.
WILL TAKE PLACE AT NOON.
includes fee of land and commodious
.
.
T
T
I '
n ,i
J. E. Lacome and Francisco Lopez
vniw iurK, Jan. a. Atcnison oo4
brick barn, together with the good will have filed in
the office of the probate pfd., 89; New York Central, 118k Free Band Concert at Theater 7:15 p.m.
of a flourishing business, 30 horses,
clerk and
recorder of Santa Pennsylvania, 118; Southern Pacific,
buss, hack:, picnic wagon, buggies, Fe
pfd., 88; U
S4.11 Francisco Street.
a
location notice for 48K; Union Pacific,
County
mining
Telephone 10.
Prices: 75 Cents and $1.00.
and all the other vehicles that go to the Poor
S. Steel, 11; pfd., 56.
Cafhi Answered from residence Telephone No. i.
minin
the
Glorieta
Boy
lode,
Night
and
make up an
Reserved Seats at Ireland's.
livery barn,
WOOL MARKET.
ing district, five miles northwest of
all practically new. Good excuse for Glorieta,
and about three and a quarBale. In a live and growing city.
ter miles from the summit of the St. Louis, Mo., January 5. Woo)
.Write for particulars.
Valle de lo Cruz Mountain on the nominal, unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 18
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCEsi
southwestern slope. V
16.
19; fine medium, 16 Q 17; fine: 15
REMINGTON.
I have several other commercial and Morton C. Miller, who was granted
dethose
submit
to
.. businesi
propositions
MARKET REPORT.
permission by the city council to get
siring to enter mercantile life and to out a city directory, is calling on the
new
era
me
oi prosperity
grow up witt
2
TYPEWRITERS
MONEY AND METAL.
business men of Santa Fe getting adnow coming in wun tne oauia, x e
which
for
the
vertisements
volume,
New
York. Jan. 5. Monev on call
v
traJ Railway.
will be off the press of the New Mexi- easy IK
Prime mer If so, send it to
4t per 6.cent.
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
can Printing Company as soon as the cantlle paper
Silver 57J.
HEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
BULGER & WILLIAMS
New Vork, Jan. 5. Lead (4. 40; cop
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rock necessary amount of advertising has
.
Opposite Palace Hotel.
Isiand road, I can sell you about M0 been collected. The directory will fill per 13
Dealers,
GRAIN.
grazing a long felt want in Santa Fe, and the
acres; patented; excellent
Prices
Reasonable.
a
consider
first
it
merchants
S.
Wheat
generally
land. ,
Close,
. Chicago, Jan.
, ",.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
class medium in which to advertise Jan , 63tf ; May, 86 & X.
Santa Fe. N. JH.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for their business. The volume will be a
Core, Jan., 48&; May, 46Jtf.
ale several large tracts of desirable credit to Santa Fe and its citizens.
M.
Oats, Jan., Z6Hi May, 39
The History of
land which I am permitted to sell at
PORK, LARD AND RIB8.
vesv low Ami re. One tract contains
THE EQUITABIrE MFB ASSUR
Pork. Jan. $13 70; May, $13.05.
about 3,600 acres, and is located about EXCITEMENT AT HOSWELL.
ANCE SOCIETY
Lard, Jan., $6.70; May, $6.95.
05 Shows that all
miles southwest of
Rita, Jan., S6.37M; May, $6.62;
three and one-ha- lf
necessary and practical
Is under
STOCK.
Las Vegas; nearly all of
Life
Assurance during the
in
reforms
DO
Fourteen
Year Old
The Escapade of a
a
fence; good grazing and water , for
of
Kansas
5.
have origin
Mo.,
Jan.
Cltv,
past
quarter
Cattle,
century
Men
Girl
One
Hundred
Starts
stock; some timber. Another tract of
market, receipts, 13,000 Including 200 ated with the Society. For example:
on a Night Search.
If So Try the New Cuisine at the
Las Vegas;
660 acres, 7 miles from
soutnerns, steady to weak.
THE EQUITABLE WAS THE FIRST
Native
South
$3.50
$4.55;
steers,
SOCIETY TO SIMPLIFY AND
timber and grazing, with an excellent
Quite a commotion was caused at ern
83 50
$4 00; Southern
LIBERALIZE THE POLICY
tream of water passing over It. Still Roswell last week owing to the disap- cows,steers,
cows
$1.50
and
92.65; native
CONTRACT.
another tract of 350 acres of farming, pearance over night of Erma, the 14 heifers, $3.40 3 83.85; Stackers and
To give choice of various methods of
$3.75; bulls, $3.25
grazing and timber land, 8 miles west year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. feeders, $3.25
Short Orders a Specialty.
All the Delicacies of the Season.
settlements.
Las Vegas. with running water A. Cottingham. At 4:30 o'clock the $3.50; calves, $3.50
$5.60; western
western
3
To
$3.40
steers,
Its
cows,
render
$4.00;
old
and
new,
policies,
fire bell was rung and over a hundred
Jpon it
$3.90.
undisputable after three years.
J. W. HURBS, Manager
men started out on a search for the $1.50
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
Sbeep market receipts, 4.800 steady To reduce the term to two years.
was
who
it
had
been
supposed,
to ioc higher.
I can sell you large tracts of land girl,
To further reduce it to one year.
Four hours later the child
$4.45; lambs, $4.75
Muttons, $3.50
suitable for mining coal or the produc- kidnapped.
To
Issue. deferre.' dividend policies.
Toat
was
found
Hotel.
the
75
$3
Shelby
$5.05; Range weathers,
$4.40;
tion of timber.
To give the assured the right to draw
with another girl, Cora Dovoy, Ewes, $3.30
$3.55.
gether
as a surrender value at the end of a
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
Cattle, market
Chicago. Jan. 5
and two young men, she had been out
term ol years, the entire reserve,
In all parts of the Territory, and strolling late in the evening and; was receipts, 27,000 steady.
Good to prime steers, 15.10 (3 $5.55
one in Wyoming
together w.h the surplus, in cash.
afraid to go home. One of the young soor
;
to medium. $3 15
$5 10; stocked To
room
men
a
secured
pay its policy holders immediately
therefore
for
the
UNFUROR
FURNISHED
A
VJ
ROOMS:
and
$2 35
$4 15; cows $3.00
upon the death of the assured.
two girls at the hotel. After the girls $4 25;feeders,
NISHED.
heifers, $2.25
$4.85; canners,
in
.THerefore
to
insure
their rooms, the hotel
had gone
$2 40; bulls, $3 00
$4.35;
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in clerk ordered the young man out of $1.75 $3.00
$7.25
calves
or
en
the
Single,
of
all parts
city.
the house. The young men were arSheep, receipts, 13,000, sheep and
suite for light housekeeping. Some of rested but were later released. Cot- lambs Strong.
.. v.
, U.Js the
Good to choice wethers, $4.00
them within five minutes walk of tingham intended to shoot them but
84.65;
"GOVERNMENT
BONDS"
to
choice
fair
$4.00;
mixed, $3.35
Plaza.
better counsel prevailed; still he in- western
of Life Assurance
native
$3.65
(3
$4.50;
sheep,
both
of them must leave Woods, $4.00
I will take pleasure in showing sists that
$6.25. western lambs,
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, A6ENT.
CETAIL
$4.75 9 $6.10.
v
prospective investors desirable bulli- Roswell.
02
of
the
Chapelle Street Santa Fe, N. M.
ng --Ites in the neighborhood
CSAJLEB IH
Capitol and in the vicinity of the
Presbyterian church, and other local- ALWAY8 REMEMBER THE FULL NAME.
Insure Your Property In
ities of the city which in a few years
PALATINE INSURANCE CO, Ltd, LONDON.
will be worth douMt the present tsk-fo- t 1
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent
price.
23c
CoMiaaMDy,Crii7ta3Deyt'
Telephone 71.
Only Exclusive Gra'n Hooee In City

Cuticura Soap, Ointment
-and Pills
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Toilet Articles, Candy and Cigars.
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Do lot Uhat Uo iiuo in

Ufg

Smile in your mirror and it smiles back at you. Cultivate a warm feeling to all and you get back the
warmth. Deal justly. The public soon discovers where it is well treated.

m mm
fJHEAT FUME

CELERV

A food free from all injurious
made from best wheat, strengthening and healthful to all. Children love it and nevertire of it.

represented as are all other food products that bear his name.

fs just as

jubstances

Palatable

Easy of Digosf ion and Ready Mo" Eat

nutritious
MvtlgHatara on
very pmckag:

Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts'

Vitpnd

by PRICE

CEREAL

FOOD

CO.,

Food Mills,

BATTUE

FINE FOOTWEAR FOR ALL!
I

Have Opened a

CH1CAB0.

Insure Your Property in
CO.. Ltd., LONDON.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Tt'";phone 71.

ATLAS ASSURANCE

First-Clas- s

BOOT AND SHOE STORE

With an Entirely New Stock of Fine Footwear
for All at My Old Quarters on the
South Side of Plaza.

Texas

Officii

CREEK, MICH., Wain

Pacific Railway

Dislocated Her Shoulder.
Mrs. Johanna Soderholm, of Fergus
Falls, Minn., Tell and dislocated her
shoulder. She had a surgeon get
back in place as soon as possible, but
it was quite sore and pained her very
much. Her son mentioned that he had
seen Chamberlain's Pain Balm adver
tised for sprains and soreness, and she
asked him to buy her a bottle of it
which he did. It quickly relieved her
and enabled her to sleep which she had
not done for several days. The son was
so much pleased with the relief it gave
his mother that he has since recom
mended it to others. For 'sale by all
druggists.
SAVED FROM TERRIBLE DEATH
The family of Mrs. M. L. Bobbitt of
Bargertcn, Tenn., saw her dying and
were powerless to save her. The most
skillful physicians and every remedy
was
used, failed, while consumption
slowly but surely taking her life. In
this terrible hour Dr. King's New Dis
covcry for Consumption turned des
pair into joy. The first bottle brought
immediate relief and itsjeontinued use
completely cured her. It's the most
certain cure in the world for all throat
and lung troubles. Guaranteed bottles
50c and $1. Trial bottles free "at Fis
cher Drug Co.

No

Insure Your Property In

trouble to aaswer questions"

AMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO., ST. LOUIS.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

FAST..

NIGHT EXPRESS THAIJI
TRAIN" . . . NEW
RIElAf

iff

PLEASANT AND MOST EFFECTIVE.
T. J. Chambers, Ed .Vindicator, Lib
erty, Texas, writes Dec. 25, 1902:
"With pleasure and unsolicited by you,
I bear testimony to the curative power
of Ballard's Horehound Syrup.
have used it in my family and can
Leaves El
Honntain Time.
cheerfully affirm it is the' most effec
Daily at 6:50 p.
five - and
pleasantest remedy for
and colds I have ever used."
coughs
This handsome solid vestlbuled train Direct connections made for all points 25c, 50c, and $1. Sold
by Fischer
nuts through to New Orleans, Shrove-por-t North, But and Southeast.
'
Co.
Drug
laFor schedules, rates and other
and St. Louis without change.
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address,
Vottee for Publication.
to Chicago and intermediate points.
(Homestead Entry No. 7,233.)
DlPHRTMBNT OF TH INTBBIOR.
R. W. CURTIS
Land Office at Santa Fa. N. H. Dnc. IS. IMS
Notice U hereby given that the following
Southwestern Passenger Agent
01 nil intention
settler dm mea
to make final proof in notice
CL PASO, TEXAS
rapport of hi claim,
and chat said proof will be made before the
K. P. TURNER
IV. O. LEONARD
Register or Beoeiver at Santa Fe. N. M.. on
January 27. 1904, vis: John M Shield! for the
Gen.
and
Ticket
nwK of Motion 8. township 19 north, nun
Passenger
Traveling Passenger Agent
" Agent oeast. ne
names me roiiowing- witnesses to
EL' PASO, TEXAS
DALLAS, TEXAS
prove bu oontinuoui residence upon and
cultivation or aid land vizi Hush Murray
Leonard Winhoefer. Orin S. Drawn. Limn T.
Shields, all of Perea. N. M.
HAHirai, it. uxaao,
J

Piw

-

NOTICE.
Any person or persons In any way
tampering with the pipes or wires, extending, adding to or altering the
Continued From .Patce Three,
same without a permit from the com-oan- y
in exploring the copper deposits.
will be prosecuted to the full ex"That there should be extensive pla- tent of the law.
cer deposits in the washed gravels, ex- SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT CO.
tending down from the foot of the
By W. H. Fritchman, Manager.
mountain itself, is not surprising. The Santa Fe, New
Mexico, Nov. 27, 1903.
careful
one
Held is certainly
inviting
investigation, but this will require conFor a bad taste in the mouth take a
siderable capital."
doses of Chamberlain's Stomach
few
GRANT COUNTY.
and Liver Tablets. Price 25 cents.
George Wilson at sheriff's sale last
to cure. For sale by. all
week bought the Volcano mine near Warranted
druggists.
Lordsburg, he being the principal
creditor who had forced the sale.
Notice for Publication.
R. H. Batcheller has arrived at
(Homestead Entry No. 5,100)
Lordsburg from the east and has let
Department of the Imtibioii,
a contract to Major Randall to drive
Laud Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Dec. 7, 1903
a tunnel for the Aberdeen ConsolidatNotice is hereby given that the following
ed Gold and Copper Company at Lee's named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final Droof in support of his claim.
Peak.
and that said Droof will be made before the
On the road leading from Central register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
January 18. 1901. via: Antonio Chavez v aan
to Gold Gulch, F. G.' Burns has struck doval.
of the minor children of
unavez. tor tne sw 01 ne, se
a fine body of ore at the 80 foot level Kioaraogiutrdlnn
2
lots
and 3, section 5. township
of
and
uw'a
he shaft is on the same dyke as the 10 north,
range 12 east, tie name tne follow
Owl, Pactolus and other Gold Gulch Inar witnesam tn nrove his continuous resi
deuce iiDon and cultivation of said land, viz
producers and the ore is of the same Doiiaciann
A turpi.
Luis Aneel. Marararlto
general character. The ore runs in the Chavez, Bernardo Chavez, all of Qalisteo,
W.
'
neighborhood of $100 gold to the ton. N,
Manubx R. Otibo. Register
The strike is an important one as
showing that the values are not con., DOMESTIC TROUBLES.
fined to the Gulch alone but may be
It is exceptional to find a family
found in the dyke which can be traced where there are no domestic ruptures
for miles across the country and its occasionally, but these can be lessened
by having Dr. King's New Life Pills
tributary leads.
William Kemp of Tucson, Arizona, is around.
Much trouble they save
contemplating the erection of a fuel their great work in Stomach and Liver
oil smelting plant at Silver City. He troubles. They not only relieve you,
is having two furnaces, of 200 tons but cure. 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
capacity each, built in Vermont. The
furnaces are to be in operation with- OUR Facilities are complete for the
in 90 days and will use oil instead of prompt production of Book, Pamph
coke for fuel. Kemp claims that he let,
and General PrintCatalogues,
can smelt ore with petroleum as a fuel ing and Binding. We do only the Best
from 6 to 76 per cent cheaper than grades of workand solicit the busi
with coke. When oil is used, roasting ness of firms and individuals desiring
of the ore is unnecessary. Ground has "something above the ordinary" at
been already secured for that purpose. simply a consistent rate for the char
Kemp was in 1895 the first one to de- acter of work' we turn out.
monstrate that copper matting could
All orders promptly attended to, and
be successfully carried on in Silver estimates furnished on application.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
City.
COLFAX COUNTY.
Colfax County during the fiscal year
A VERY CLOSE CALL.
ending June 30, 1903, has taken prece"I stuck to my engine, although ev
dence for the greatest coal production
joint ached and every nerve was
of any county in the Territory, with ery
with pain," writes C. W. Bel
racked
a
tons
a gross output of 558,806
gain lamy, a locomotive
fireman, of Bur
of 294,432, or more than double the
lington, Iowa. "I was weak and pale,
The
of
the
preceding year.
product
without
appetite and all run down
outlook for the
industry As I wasany
to give up, I got a bot
about
in this county is very bright, and if tie of Electric
and after tak
Bitters,
and
the present industrial activity
I felt as well as I ever did in my
it,
ing
consequent demand for coal continues life." Weak, sickly, run down people
it is safe to predict an increase of 50
always gain new life, strength, and
per cent in the coal production of Col- vigor from their use. Try them.
fax County in the ensuing fiscal year.
by Fischer Drug
The new and extensive fields at Daw- Co. Priceguaranteed
50 cents.
son, New Mexico, and at Van Houten,
the latter known as the Willow mines
Insure' Your Plate Glass In the
are as yet. but in the initiatory stage
INS. CO. NEW YORK.
METROPOLITAN
beof development.
Development is
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
both
in
these
ing rigorously prosecuted
Telephone 71.
field's, and the machinery and equipment is being added to and improved
TAILORING.
as A increasing production demands.
Muralter, the tailor, is headquarters
The mines above mentioned could
within one year be deveoped to a pro- for fine fall and winter suits, latest
ducing capacity of 1,000,000 tons per patterns, from $30 up.' Also a large
annum, which production could again line of samples of Murphy Brothers
be increased to 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 line, fine business suits from $17 up
tons per annum within four or five trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special
years, provided the demand and trans- attention is calleu to a flno line
portation facilities would justify the samples and styles of ladies fall and
great expediture for development and winter tailor made suits. A call
equipment.
inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
Perfeot fits guaranteed.
NATIONAL LIVESTOCK ASSOCIA- TION.
CURED LUMBAGO.
A. ' B. Canman, Chicago, writes
Portland, Ore., January i2 to 15,1904
Wool March 4, 1903: "Having been troubled
Annual convention, National
with Lumbago at different times and
Growers Association,

MINES AND MILLS.

coal-minin- g

Sat-isfasti-

.

-

Beg-lste-

HOLIDAY RATES

Portland, Ore., Jan. 11, to 12, 1904.
For the above meetings the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Portland, Ore.
and return at a rate of $45.75 via Sacramento and $53.75 via Denver, going
and returning via same route, dates of
sale January 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1904, good
for return passage until January 31
H. S. LUTZ
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M

1904.
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"ASK THE TICKET AGENT."
A N. BROWN,

,

Passenger Agent, El Psso, Texas.
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SOCIETIES.

Masonic
MONTEZUMA LODGB
No. 1, A., F. and A. M,
Regular communication first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second Monday in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
MARCUS ELDODT, H.P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FE COMMANDERY
No. 1, K. T. Regular conclave fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
jk..jn

l."0. O. F.
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
Meets every Friday evenine in Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. G.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
V

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.V
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of
each month at Odd Fellows' Hall.
patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
Via-itin-

MYRTLE

REBEKAH

LODGE NO.

1

I. O. O. F.

Regular meeting first
and third Tuesday of each month at
Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting brothers
and sisters welcome.
SALLIE VANARSDALE, N. G.

Laura Davis, Secretary.

A. O. U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. XJ. W.
Meets every stcond and fourth Wednesday at 8 p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
K. OF P..

SANTA FE LODGE

NO. 2 K. of

P.

Regular

meeting every Tuesday
evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle Halt
Visiting Knights given a cordial wel-

come.

J.

J. S. CANDELARIO, C. C.
K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
B. P. O. ELK8.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.B.
Holds Its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays of
each month. Visiting brothers are In
tried one physician after another; then vited and welcome.
. J. B. DAVIS. IB. R.
;
different ointments and linaments.
gave it up altogether. So I tried once A. J. FISCHER, Secretjary.
more, and got a bottle of Ballard'i
Snow Linament, which gave me almost
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
instant relief. I can cheerfully rec
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
ommend it, and will add my name to
your list of former sufferers." 25c, 50c meets every Thursday eve at Odd
and $1. Sold by .Fischer Drug Co.
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
t. BISHOP.' flnrhom
Votico for Publication.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
No.
5116).
(Homestead Entry
.

r

Printing
OF THB IkTBBIOB,
pany is headquarters for engraved Land DEPARTMENT
at Santa Fe. N. H. Dee. S. 1908
A small gasoline engine,' new, for
cards de visite in New Mexico. Get NoticeOffice
is hereby given that the following
your work done here and you will be namea seiner nas men nonce oi nis intention sale by the New Mexican Printing
to make final proof in support of his claim, company. Call or write and get prices.
pleased in every particular.
and that said proof will be made before the
3
at Santo Fe, N. H..on
register or receiver
Jose Ortiz y Pino for
January 20, 1901. viz:
a
Insure Your Property in
tne sett swm, lota ana 4, section i, town14
10
.

ROYAL INSURANCE

CO., LIVERPOOL.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.

Telephone

71.

IMPERFECT DIGESTION.
It will pay you to advertise. Try it.
Means less nutrition and in conse
less
quence
vitality. When the liver
fails to secrete bile, the blood becomes
loaded with bilious properties, the di
gestion becomes impaired and the
bowels constipated. Herbine will recEffective Sunday, Ooctober 4, 1903.'
tify this; it gives tone to the stomach,
North Bound
Bound
Fouth
liver and kidneys, strengthens the appetite, clears and improves the com- No 2 Mi
Stations.
Alt! No 1
plexion, infuses new life and vigor to
11.00
Lve.. . .Santa Fe.. .Arrl 7,000 2.00 p
the whole system. 50 cents a bottle, 11.15
" .. ..Uonaclana...
6,650 1.45
a
fiold by Fischer Drug Co.
" ...Vega Blanca.. " 6,400 1.20 pp
11.40 a
" 6,060 12.30 D
12.80 p
"......Kennedy....
"
12.45 p
Clark..... "" 6,125 112.10 p
fnsure Your Property in
" ......Stanley
6,870
a
1.35 p
"
... " 6,250 10.55 a
2.05 p
Morlarty
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS AOENCY
Mcintosh... " 6,175 10 85 a
2.25 p
"
3.00 p
Estancia.... " 6,140 10.05 a
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
"
3.35 p
Willard... ' 6,125 9.30 a
" ....Progresso... " 6,210 9.00 a
4.00 p
Telephone 71.
" 6,285 6.40
Bianea
4.20 p
5.(10 p
Arr . . . .Torrance. Lve 6,476 3.00
"The nicest and pleasantest medi
cine I have used for indigestion and
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
constipation is Chamberlain's Stom- the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
ach and Liver Tablets," says Melard points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, MonF. Craig of Mlddlegrove, N. Y. "They tana, Washington and the Great Northwork like a charm and ' do not gripe west
or have any unpleasant effect." For
Connecting at Torrance, N. M., with
sale by all druggists.
.
System for
the El
Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis and all
The Weekly New Mexican Review is points east and for EI Paso, Texas and
published by tne New Mexican Print all points in Southern New Mexico,
ing Company every Thursday. It con Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
tains the most reliable and latest terConnecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
stock points east and west on the Atchison,
ritorial, mining, educational,
raising, railroad, social and political Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway.
news of the week from all points of the
For rate and Information address
B. W. ROBBIN8,
territory. It is an excellent paper to
send to friends in the east., Price five
General Passenger Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
cents per copy.
,

for Round Trip. On sale Dec, 18, 19, ao and 26.
Limit 30 Days. .

Local Holiday Tickets also on sale Dec 13, 94, 25, 30
'
licait January 14. at rate of One Pare. ' . .

T. H.'HEALY,

The

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

VIA

San Hon Tue Wed Thne IU, Sat

.

.

nun

i

1904 January. 1904

east, and neM (eJ4
north, range
ship
section 24. townshlD 10 north, ranare 13 east.
He names the following witnesses to prove
bis continuous residence upon, and cultiva
tion of said land, vis; Antonio Sandoval,
Juan Pena. Cayetano Chaves,- of Galisteo, N.
ai, k. u. wiinson or santa re, . n.
-

-

Manuel k. uxaao teg later.

Insure Your Proprty In
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.
i ,

i in iii i.
ta
iu luaii;

At the Next Regular Meeting

j

"

NIAGARA FIRE INS. CO., NEW YORK.

WONDERFUL

iiftHrv

UU..LI

i

the

v"

4

MUTUAL BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

Of Santa Fe

NERVE.

Is displayed by many a man enduring
pains of accidental cuts, wounds, burns
bruises scalds, sore feet or stiff Joints
But there's no) need for it. Bucklen's
Arnica Salve will kill the pain and cure
the trouble. It's the best salve on
earth for piles, too. 25c at Fischer

:'

LOAN
,

WillEeoelvt

BIDS FOR LOANS
H. N. WILLCOX,
Office:

Catron Slock, Up Stairs

Drug Co.

Hotiee for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 4740.)
DaPAUTMICT OF TBI IHTOKIOB.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Dee. U. 1903,
Motiee is hereby ariien that the following
named settler nas niea notice oi bis intention
to make final Droof in sunDort of his eiaim.
and that said proof will be made before the
rearlster or receiver at Santa Fe. New Mexieo.
on January 23. ivitt. vix : i nomas n anaer-so- n
for the neit of ne!4 section 22. seM of
nM se!4 section 15, township 17 north, range
12 east-- He names the following witnesses to
upon and
prove his continuous residence
cultivation of said land, via: Theodore U.
Martin. Simeon Viviash,- - Harry S. Arnold,
u. ta. wuuama. an or renoa. n. m .
Mahubi. k. utbo. KeRlster,
.

t.

.

INFORMATION BUREAU OF .
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A SL Louis World's fair information

bureau has been established at 836
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hitchcock, where Information will be clrsrfr.l'.y 'ur .istxl.

Seata Po Fflbreo

ind

Jroelry ftfg.

Co.

CILDd

HUFftElEL

tt

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday January 5, 1 904.
AT THE GLODDS FROU THE TOP

LOOK

And so see the Silver Lining. Yon can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We go
above them in places.

Mexican Central Railway
Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

7
THE-

--

DELINQUENTS

fa3iw(Birrant

ROUNDED UP

FARMING

Corporal's Guard From Company
F. Was Kept Busy During Drill
Hour Last Evening.

LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

SYSTEM.

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now
offered
for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of landbeing
with perpetual water 'ights from $17 to 25 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits of
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

Nine .delinquents
of Company F.
National
Regiment Infantry,
Guard of New Mexico were rounded
up during drill hour last evening by a
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the
gold
of Cor
guard consisting
corporal's
districts of Elizabethtown and Baldr, where Important mineral
mining
Address the undersigned for fall and reliable Information.
poral William D. Newcomb and Pri
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nniocated ground may be
vates R. Vere Boyle, Stuart C. McCrim
W. D. MURDOCH, A. G. P. A.,
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorA. DULOHER Y.
mon and James H. McHughes. The
Label
able
to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
Cap
Commercial
City of Mexico.
.
Agent, El Paso. list handed the guard by
Captain
Is a guarantee of the
Near Baton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
James H. Nicholson,
purity
commanding
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
ana richness of our
contained
but nine names,
Company F.,
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
so an that were sent after came to
prospecting can not be successfully done.
the
an
with
escort.
X. B. QUICKER
armory
Hereafter
BEN BOTHK
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
member
absent three consecutive
any
jt When Ton Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget
drills barring illness or absence from
the city will be waited upon by a cor
x
poral's guard.
BATON. NEW A1EX1CO
Gold Medals Presented.
The
medals
offoffered
the
QUICKELi&BOTHE, Proprietors.
gold
by
icers of the company for the members
&
We offer
of the command making the best
HOLE AOEXT FOB
Qob Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
scores at 600 and 200 yards, respectivereward
$5,000
ly, during the month of December,
to anyone able to prove
were last evening presented to SerCorner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
Charles M. Stauffer, and Quargeant
adulteration
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
termaster Sergeant Adolph J. Fischer,
Jt Jt Jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
of our product.
Tbe Trade Sapplled From Ooe Bottle to a Csrlosd.
First Lieutenant Edmund C. Abbott
pinning the 600 yard medal on the
blouse of Sergeant Stauffer and Sec
(rftadalope Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 38.
ond Lieutenant Manul B. Otero pinThe Annual Dividend Policy
ning the 200 yard one on Sergeant
Is the Best Life Insurance.
Fischer, after a few congratulatory re
marks had been made by Captain Nich UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS. CO., CINCINNATI.
olson, wno announced that any mem
Lowest. Rates Biggest Returns.
ber of the command winning one of
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
the medals for six consecutive months
Telephone 71.
could keep it, but would be barred
from further competition for medals
ftlbnrtktilaiJ
DOUBTFUL RUMORS.
offered for markmanship by the offA Rio
NIAGARA
LOUIS
Rio
icers of the company. The company alRio
And
Still Scores of Santa Fe People
so voted that the member making the
Rio
CHICAGO
Accept Them as Facts.
highest average score during the
FALL3
month of January, at 600 and 200 yards,
The published statement of some
should be awarded the
DETROIT
NEW YORK respectively,
THE POPULAR LIME TO
medals for the month of February.
stranger, residing in a far away place,
be true enough, but it is generalTo Liquidate Indebtedness.
may
BUFFALO
Colorado Sprlnos. Pueblo, Crtople Creek. Leadvllle,
BOSTON By a unanimous vote of the company ly accepted as a doubtful rumor. How
it was decided to collect from all of can it be verified? The testimonv
inilK5d
Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Sprjfios,
CX'J
Ooden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
the active and honorary members of which follows is convincing proof beLos Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
the company the dues for January, cause it comes from a resident of
Reaches all
Pr nclpal Towns and Mining Camps
The Shortest and Only XAmm Bwa lag Over Me Owm Track frota Kansas; City e February and March, so as to liquidate Santa Fe.
the indebtedness of the company, and Read this: "Lucario Lopez of Alto St.,
Colorado, Utah and New JBexico.
(M. Lools to Niagara Watts aad Buffalo.
Modem Conveniences.
have a surplus In the treasury to meet says: "When a man has had attacks of
current demands. Corporal Hugh F. backache for ten years, some of them
DuVal, the collector of the company, so virulent that he could not walk,
Time and Service Unexcelled
making the rounds today, collect that he could not sleep at night and
Three Solid Fast Through Trains Dally was
ing funds.
could not even lie comfortably down on
To all Mountain Resorts
account
of
his
for
back
five
least
at
allowed on all tickets vta Niagara Mb. Meals served In .the eela.
Stop-ovLine Passing Through Salt Lake City Bnrovte to the Pacific Coast
MOUNTAINAIR NEWS NOTES.
years of that period, he knows some- BrjThe Only
rated Wabash Palaee Dtalag Can. For farther tolormstton inquire of Co a do Special to "the New Mexican.
about
what
chronic
thing
backache
KBCBfeOCE, Oesersf Agent, Passeafer Dcpartneat,
Sseket Agents or addsess v
Mountainair, N. M., Jan. 3 A. E. really is. As
might be expected when
cans tao
Lichty made a hurry up business trip my kidneys were not
performing their
to Bel en last week. He reports that
BETWEEN
AND
functions properly trouble
with the
work on the Santa Fe bridge across
secretions
existed
kidney
ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITT
particularly
the Rio Grande is fairly under way and
CRIPPLE CREEK OQDEN
stfcsttdtfcsifc sttsttsBstt sOsflset9hEsQkC9t sttsttsfiMSsStCftsttsttseksflMBhi
that the people of the cut-of- f town are observable at night. I consistently and
LEADVILLE
PORTLAND
tried remedies guaranteed
the persistently
feeling good over the prospects
OLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
to cure kidney complaint, before I went
cuton
earlv
of
work
the
sc. pauen, President.
resumption
GRAND JUNCT-LOS A NQELES
H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidj.
off.
met
I
but
ney
with
Pills,
indiffer
very
Gross, Kelly & Company will fit in
a commissary at Willard from which ent success. Doan's Kidney Pills actHENRY L. WALDO, Vice President.
DINING CARS
to supply contractors on this end ed directly on my kidneys and in a
2
very short space of flme the backache
when work on the road is resumed.
Numbers of homeseekers from Tex and trouble" with the kidney secretions
as, all cattlemen, are in this vicinity ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
on a tour of inspection.
George V. Hanlon has dug a big Foster Millburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
cistern holding 200 barrels which he agents for the United States. Bemem- - These Celebrated Hot
et-e- d
Springs are lo-t- these waters has been thoroughly
intends to fill with melted snow. Well ber the name, Doan's, and take no
in
by the miraculous cures attested to
the midst of the Ancient Cliff
water in Mountainair Is good but it is
diseases: Paralysis,
miles west of in the following
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
hard, to ' get.
8ABTA FE, KEXt KEJOCQ
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Consumption,
James H. Grant who has had a parmiles
aos, and fifty
north of Santa Malaria,
Insure Your Property in
9 11 www
Brlght's Disease of the Kidty in the Manzano Mountains for some
Bar-nca
ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
twelve
and
miles from
about
Fe,
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
Affe"
time in the interest of the biological
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, UJ
survey, agricultural department, has
Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
Telephone 71.
gone to the Sandia Mountains. From
Un
telly line of stages run to the Springs. lodging and bathing, S2.50 per day; $14
there he will work down the Rio Grande to EI Paso where his field work for The New Mexican bindery has lust I the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
turned out a new and large supply of train 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Pw
the season will close.
superior scratch pads. These are sold carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort la atat 10 cents per pound and are handy for very dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons, and is open all
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
memoranda and. calculations for an of- - round. There Is new a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Calleate
hotel for the convenience of invalids can leave Santa Feat i a. m and
Ton:
Bon
Frank
Tres
'
O'Donnell,
'
HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSION.
and. tourists. These waters contain reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m. the same
Piedras; Jose L. Miller, Bernalillo: J.
Another series of homeseekers' tick- 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa
S. Maff, Trinidad.
E. W. Halpin, Denver; C, ets has been arranged for from points gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to OJo Caliente, 17.40. For further
Claire:
R. Boone, Edith, Colo.; Patsy Powers, in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Springs In the world.. The efficacy ot . particulars, address
Silverton; J. L. Gresham, A. B. McMil Nebraska, to points in New Mexico,
Colorado, Arizona and Texas, the rate
len, Albuquerque.
Palace: W. S. Clark, Washington; will be one fare plus two dollars for
F. J. Pucher, Pittsburg: F. Bond and the round trip.
0)0 Caliente. Taos County, N. M
Dates of saie December 1, and 15,
daughter, Espanola; E. S. Andrews,
City; F. P. May hew, Denver; W. W, 1903, January 5 and 19, 1904, February
WW Be Pound aJTsil Uam of Table Wises fee Fainlry Trade,
Cassady, . Indianapolis; William J. 2 and 16, March 1 and 15, and April
Mills, Las Vegas; J. Law, C. A. Car-rut- 5 and 19, 1904.
V
Orders by Tslephsns WIS Be Promptly PIDad
t i t t
Final limit for return passage 21
Antonito; C. W. Todd, Las Ve
AT
gas; E. S. Strong, Kansas City; B. days from date of sale.
17. R.
EL PASO
W. At.
Write and tell your friends in the
S. Baker, Albuquerque; Bonifacio Lanl
east and call on any agent of the Sandavaso, Magdalena.
ta Fe for information.
CHICAGO,
H. S. LUTZ,
MONEY'S DIGEST.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
The New Mexican Printing Com
Try a New Mexican want "ad."
has
made
pany
arrangements
DENVER,
with the publisher of Money's Digest
Insure
Your
in
New
Mexico
of
sell
to
Property
the
the
reports
For Prospective Purchasers
INS. CO., NEW V0RK.
same at the reduced price of $6.50,
of Building Lots in
SALT LAKE CITY.
delivered in any part of the Territory.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
J?Pi?D WATER, 80FT WATER, PURE WATER,
This
will
hold
71.
price
good only for
Telephone
RAJXROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER
11
limited time in order to reduce the
RUS3EU sXGE'S ADVICE,
,
stock so as to pay for the publishing
LOW
RATES
TO
CALIFORNIA.
"Young man; Buy Real Estate,"
of the book.. This price is subject to
Advance Notice.
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
THE
LINE OF NEW MEXICO
withdrawal without notice, cash to The General Conference Methodist
.
.:
"YOUNQ MAttf'QO WESTi"
convene
will
each
order.
Los
at
Episcopal church,
accompany
....
"If you are going to do ' fcopd'-thing- i
do, tt?la the .bet.rf.w Is
NEW EQUIPMENT
Angeles, May 3, 1904.
PROMPT SERVICE
another maxim of which you
the force Il Vo't'wiH either :'
From one dozen to fifty copies of The National Association of Retail
oil on or communicate with W.P.' :CtAKkE BEfrSRE BUYING TOWN
the New Mexican are sent out daily Grocers of the United States will con
CONNECTING AT SANTA FE, N. M , with the Denver ft
v
LOTS ELSEWHERE.
, ..
'
'
'
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado 8prings, Pueblo, Trinidad
to enquiries and applicants concern vene at San Francisco May 3, to 8,
BE WISE. '
,
.
.
and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Great
'
ing Santa Fe. This is the very best 1904.
Put your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
Northwest
The Triennial. Conclave
kind of advertisement and Is bearing
Knights
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a live town, and
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the El
will
'
San
take
at
Fran
Tempter
place
good fruit as the large number of
J
3,',, t:
yovf children will rise up and call jpu blessed.
Cisco September S to 9, 1904, and the
System for El Paso, Texas, and all
in Southern
tourist and health-seeker- s
.
In the-citIt is entirely safe, to, presume that Within a very short time the
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of points
Mexico. Also for
Grand
I.
O.
O.
will
F.
sovereign
Lodge
shows.
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the' liveliest, largest and most sub
,
abundantly
Kansas
St.
and
all
Louis,
City,
Chicago
points east via the Rock
hold their meeting at San Francisco,
stantial towns in this section of the southwest
Island system.
19 to 25, 1904.
September
Be
sure
The book bindery of the New Mexi
and write for all information desired at once.
s
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
THE
For all of the above meetincu t.ie
can Printing Company has been so
PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
Fe and Bl Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carrisoso, Santa Rosa. Tucum-car- i,
Santa
Fe
will
sell
to
tickets
San
Fran
N M.,Dalhart, Texas, and all other points on the El
r TERMS
much enlarged and Improved of late cisco
'.
;T04 SUIT,.:.
Northeastern System.
that it is the best south of Pueblo to the and Los Angeles and return a!
Adddross all comunications to
i
For freight and passenger rates, and. other information regarding
the Mexico line and" between Dallas, the exceedingly low rate of $38,45 for
W. P. .'PLARKEr
O
....
.. i
.
'
round trip, for particulars call on
'
the Santa Pe Central Railway and the country through which
it oper"
Texas, and Los Angeles. California.
8ANTA FE,
V
V
any agent of the Santo Te.
ates, caU on or address
:
X
- NEW MEXICO.',--'V!
y'y
V;- H. S. LUTZ.
Over a million acres of land open for Homesteaders in the E8TAN- - '
Headquarters tor wedding cards and
B. uV
Santa
C. F. & P.
Agent,
Fe, N. M.
ftV U.
CIA VALLEY good soil and plenty of water, which can be had from
announcements New Mexican Print- ; v
.
feet
eiftt.to.Jhlrty
Iiig Campany.
H will pay yon to advertise. Try xl
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, January 5, 1904.

Wake

A Wagon's First Cost

an mere
that actuam
defective axl
is not

THE FARMERS

is

LUIiniaiiL i ufaii o,

luai

will

liac

FF1

ste pi iux g ii'FJ uuiii- j- vug iirw jt
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once for all a dependable wagon

STVDEBAKER WAGONS

n

That is a matter of common knowledge testified to by every man who ever
bought one. Built on honor by master mechanics out of selected and perfectly seasoned
materials. Definite, sterling worth in each job of Vehicles and Harness, that result in longer
and better service tnan you have a right to expect. V ou
don't make mistakes if you pin your faith there.
are that kind.

Studebakers in Your Town.

The undersigned are the local sales agents. We carry a generous
stock, we'll order and quickly get anything you want. You see the
goods and know what you are buying. We stake our reputation
on pleasing you. Always ready to show you. Qive us a call.

To you interest!

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.,

Santa. Fe, N. M.

BARBED WIRE.

WE INVITE YOU ALL TO

We have the

ever brought to the Territory. If you need
anything in vthis line call on us. You will be
urprised when you learn the very low price.

AND
frrd'

1

IE MEW

IWE7

Icpt i

I

VKN

We offer many

Morris Chairs, Dressing Tables. Chiffoniers, Davenports, Divans,
Mantel Beds. Bouffets. Sideboards. Music Cabinets, Hall Trees,
in every respect, and cannot be beat.
Desks, Etc., is
IN EVERY

te

DEPflRTHlENT WE WILL OFFEB

YOD

at
KAADT'S CURIO STORE
&& & & &

....

For Blankets, Drawn Work, Filigree Jewelry,
Burnt Leather Goods of All Kinds

Photographic Studio
Up Stairs Over Kerr's Barber Shop.

Delivered Unless Satisfactory.

C. ITOISTTZ MANUFACTURER OF Fexicaii Filigree Jewelry
DEALER IN

Watches. Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
RUGS and INDIA! GOODS
FILIGREE at WHOLESALE and RETAIL

$
247 San Francisco

St.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,

Dealers.
new mexico

UNIVERSAL
MAKER
...and RAISER...

F

Mixes and Kneads
Bread thoroughly

In

Three Minutes.
Without putting hands
to the dough

EASY TO OPERATE.

EASY TO CLEAN.

Sold by

W. H. GOEBEL
Santa Fe,

C3

N. IC.

THB HARDWARE DEALER

VW

Vk3k9

We

machine-mad-

e

floods.,

are 'sole

ac

attorney was instructed
to bring suit for the delinquent taxes
for the year 1902, to make the necessary publications and push the suits.
The county court house and property therein were ordered Insured for
the sum of $20,000 and the insurance
for that amount and under a three
years' policy was divided between
Paul Wunschmann & Company, and H.
Nf Willcox, the two leading insurance
agencies of the city.
Road overseers for every, precinct in
the county were named and vacancies
in positions of justices of the peace
and constables in several precincts
were filled..

Books and Stationery

the big novelties in nun
All the LEADING MAGAZINES in stock.
strelsy this season and a leading fea
ture with Mahara's Minstrels is the ap
pearance in the final part of eight
A large line of Novelties, Dolls, Toys, Etc., for the
handsomely costumed lady vocalists.
This double quartet of ladies are grad
uates of the famous Dunavin Musical
colored
College, where all
musicians are educated. It is an ac
knowledged fact that singing features
of this organization cotppares favor
SCIOITIFIC Ef.lDALf.lCIG
ably with the flnesfcoperafti companies
in existence and surpass, in; excellence
of harmony all
minstrel vo
At Oar UttoDat M
.
calists. It has always been the; en
deavor of Mahara Brothers to excel in
rnw
Undertaking Parion
singing features, and these ladies, aid
Scleotilk Methodi of eabalahg
Latest
The
km
ed by 20 male voices in grand chorus.
the
management
certainly prove that
111 IX
ire Employee. Calls Auwerea troa tie Partem Dajr er Nlfkt er y D0R0TE0 SENA. Agaa
has struck the keynote; which pleases
Fria Roae. Oar Parian Coacist el a Nicely aia Aptrepriately Fitted Up latte at Ne. JU
and also invigorates the life of min- AND
ADS- - Uacela Aveaac, West SMe
MISCELLANEOUS
Plaia, Saata Fe, New Mtxlce,
strelsy. .;.
The advance sale of seats Is on at
. ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
COALI COAL!
Ireland's Pharmacy. Price 75 cents
The Capital Coal Yard announces
v
and $1.
that they are In a position to fill orders for coal In two or more ton lots.
One of

high-grad- e

-

nn

IT

r

n m

.......

HOLIDAY TRADE

I

v

ill f

..

COMMISSIONERS MEET.
Petition for New Stone Bridge Over
the Rio Santa, Fe On College
V

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
oonia rv

for

tract price, amounting to ,300 was
ordered paid to the contractor Walter

y zi

Xlim

l

than you could
expect to pay

H. Sharp. . .
The? district

Call

IB:.

arness!

Marlin, See Us.

GENUINE

I

No Work

I

ARNEn

Padgitt Bros. Cowboy Saddles. Made
on honor. $35 will buy the saddle
If you want a good Baker or Smith you have been paying $50 for. We
nave me laicsi tinny in louics iau
Gun, or New Model Winchester or dies,
price reduced from $35.00 to

MAHARA'S

Iaadt's

H andsome
andmade

.

attractions forthis event. Our stock of Rockers,

up-to-da-

SAMSON WINDWILLS
Are the best and will last a lifetime.
We want to make you our friend and
will not sell you a poor mill.

n r T7T TT'

"Mr ITTTKTI i
II II II

finest lot of Barbed Wire

Street Presented.

Insure Your Property
LONDON & LANCASHIRE

DUDBOW

In

FIRE INS. CO.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71. -'

The board of county commissioners
A good nve room
sesassembled in regulajt quarterly
dwelling house, corral and good welL
sion at the" ftwrtV'Tioiise
yesterday.
There were present: Hon. A. L. Ken Inquire at A. Staab s onlce.dall, chairman; Commissioners Arthur
FOR RENT Three furished rooms
Seligman and Nicolas .Quintana; Clerk
Celso Lopez and District Attorney E. for light housekeeping, Address "A"
care New Mexican.
C. Abbott.
Accounts for the quarter ending De
FOR RENT New 7 room cottage,
cember 31, 1903, against the county
were examined, audited and approved Bath, stationary range and all the
Several accounts being deemed im modern improvements. Apply to Geo.
proper or not legally due were laid E. Ellis Claire Hotel.
over for future consideration. The
WANTED POSITION.
current accounts for the quarter were
paid in full.
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
A petition signed by 300 taxpayers
for the construction of a stone bridge kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
across the Santa Fe River on College Secretary Capital City Band.
Street was read and the clerk was In
structed to make an . investigation to
HELP WANTED.
ascertain If the signers of the petition
were in reality taxpayers and proper
WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
ty owners. ' Upon his. (report the peti- R. J. Palen 231 Palace Avenue.
i3
tion will be taken up for action at the
session to be held In" February. VaFOR 8 ALE.
cancies of road officers and other ore- cinct offices were filled by appointment.
REAL ESTATE BARGAIN.
The district attorney was instructed
Six room residence on Galisteo
to investigate the survev of the counStreet, south of capitol, with four and
ty under contract of J. L. Zimmerman ope-hal- f
acres of ground with garden
and to take prompt action to protect and alfalfa, chicken
yards and houses.
the county's interest therein.
Good repair. Terms reasonable. ReaThe matte of the payment for the sons for sale, compelled! to leave town.
Don Gaspar Avenue
was Positive sacraflce. For further parti-ular- s
bridge
brought up and one-haof the con- -'
apply C. F. SJdebottom.

for rent

lf

V

,

&

OKtm

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

SHOP

CLOSING
OUT

SALE I
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my

entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.

At less than Cost
TOURISTS:
Do you know

that you miss half of Santa Fe

you do not visit our Curio Store
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. San Frinclsco

A

if
Free Museum

Send for Catalogue

trt mil Rnnn Alf.

